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CONTRIBUTION OF RUDYARD KIPLING TO THE SHORT srrORY 
THE SACK OF THE GODS 
11 Strang ers drawn from the ends of the earth, jeweled and 
plumed were we; 
I \·va s Lord of the Inca race, and she was tlueen of the Sea. 
Under the stars beyond our stars where the n ew-forg ed 
meteors glow, 
Hotly we stormed Valhalla,a million years ag o! 
11 Ever 'neath h igh Valhalla Hall the well-tuned horns beg in, 
Vlhen the swords are out in t he underworld, and the weary 
Gods come in. 
Ever thru high Valhalla Gate the Patient Angel goes 
He opens the eyes that are blind with hate-he joins the 
hand s of f oes. 
11 Dust of the s t ars was under our feet,glitter of stars above-
Wrecks of our wrath dropped reeling down as we fought and 
we spurned and we strove . 
Worlds upon worlds we tossed aslde,and scattered them to and 
fro, 
The nieht that we stormed Valhalla,a million years ag o! 
"They are forg iven a s they forg ive all those dark wounds and 
deep, 
Their beds are made on the La p of Time and they lie down 
and sleep. 
They are forgiven a s they forg ive all t hose old wouncl. s that 
bleed. 
They shut their eyes from t heir worshippers;they sleep 
till t h e world ha s need. 
11 She with the star I had mark ed for my own-I with my set 
desire-
Lost in the loom of the Night of Nights-lighted by worlds 
afire-
!let in a war against the Gods where the h eadlong meteors 
glow 
Hewing our vmy to Valhalla,a million years ago. 
11 They will come back-come back again,as long as the red Earth 
rolls. 
He never wasted a leaf or tree. Do you think He would 
squander souls? " 
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF RUDYARD KIPLING TO THE SHORT STORY 
A BRIEF SURVEY 
PART 
KIPLING'S BACKGROUND 
There is mag ic in the very names of Burrnah,Punjab, 
Lahore, Bombay,and Simla;th e ma g ic of the East,of temple bells, 
tamarisks ,and strangled jung l es ; the mag ic of t h e empire of IndL~ . 
A turg id city on your right,a dense jung le to your left,both 
filled with the endless stir of life,both prey to t h e roll a nd 
s weep of the y ea rs,both trans i t or y,both eternal;a s acred river 
flowing between them from the hills to the sea,and f a r beyond all, 
lik e t h e open palace of an unending dynasty,the snow-ring ed peaks 
of the Himalayas risin8 crest on crest into a gold a nd purple sky 
of that empire. Into this India of plag ue and a wful farnine,into 
the India of monsoons and trades,into the India o f insufferable 
heat,cool hills,and majestic snows,into the India of p olyg ot 
native s and British prid e;there was born o~ Decembe r day in 
1865 Rudyard Kipling. Th e city was Bombay • 
. He we"s fortunate in t h ose two factors which so turn 
t h e pen and color the ink of t h e writ er;hered ity and environment. 
Hi s g r andfathers on both sides were Weslyah mi n ist ers, men of 
rugg ed characters a n d k een intellects who g ave to t h eir c h ildren 
t h e b est that their a g e could offer. John Lockwood Ki pling ,his 
fath er ,trained himself to be a n d a rtist and a n a rchitect. He be5an 
as a designer of pottery at the Burslem potteries. Alice Ma c d onald, 
h is mother,wa s one of t h ree d a ughters who were noted for their 
beauty,char m,and brilliance. They all married a rtists of n ote. 
At an English lak e,lak e Rudyard, b etween Rudya rd and Bushton,they 
h a d met upon a p icnic. Th e a ssociati ons s o clung to their romance 
and !:.'larriag e that they named t h eir first born Rudya rd, little 
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realising the name would someday girdle the world. 
This was the cultured Indian home that would influence 
so much the life of the g enius fostered in it. We can readily imag i~~ 
what a wonderful woman Mrs. K.ipling must have been. From 
11 Baa , Ba a , Black Sheep"we have a kind of cameo picture of her ; we 
realise what a mother s h e was. No more splendid compliment could 
the rising author pay her than to dedicate his "Plain 'l'a les From 
t 
the Hills" to t h e "Witiest "Joman in Ind ia . " John Ki pling had go ,1e 
A 
to India as a professor of architecture and sculpture in the Art 
School of Bombay. He had felt that there wer e flare opportunities 
for him in India than at home . Thus the most impressionable years 
of life,th e y ears of childhood were spent in Bombay and later in 
Lahore where his father was appointed curator of t h e g overnment 
museum. There he learned of the East and the way s of t h e East . 
He s a w all the colorful,museum panorama of an Indian metrpolis 
from behind the shutters of a refined,cultured home of the 
ruling Sahibs. What a thousand other children saw and forgot, 
Ki pling retained. He was not v e r y strong and his eyes we re 
weak, but he saw more in his few years in India than g enerations 
of Ang lo-Indians h a d recorded. His mind was alert,keen,curious, 
and retentive. He reveled in puzzles,in books,in instructive 
g a me s. Yet all a ttest tha t he wa s no prodig y but a boy a nxious 
to live and see life. 
From t h e first there g rew,like a deep vein of pure 
g old,th e comr a deship between father a n d son that wa s to result 
in collaborat i on when early books began to g row and to find 
the English public. The illustrations in t h e Kipling books a re 
as well known a s the stories,and forev er affirm a beautiful 
aspect of t h e Kipling home. 
There seems to be some disag reement a s to when Ki p lin g 
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came to India with his father. Monkshood says at twelve,but others 
say at six. If "Baa,Baa,Black Sheep"is truly biographical the age 
is more likely six·.-for Punch was still a child when he and his 
sister came to live with Aunty Rosa. Kipling and his sister were 
left in charge of friends at Southsea,near Portsmouth,where Kipling 
first attended .achool. From uBaa,Baa,Black Sheep11 we may judge 
that things were not as pleasant here for the sensitive boy who 
had been allowed such freedom in India. Repressed under the cutting 
iron heel of a false religiosity,forbidden the tales of adventure 
he loved so well,unfortunate in his contacts at shhool,we may 
imagine his delight when his parents returned for hi~. He had not 
been understood as genius seldom iB. Yet this was his first breath 
of glorious English air;the England of hiB race,the England of a 
rampant,inflammable empire in whose bosom he had first seen the 
light of the sun. 
Ever there hung,however,~he Indian background 
like a mammoth tapestry woven of gold,silver,and purple threads. 
After the schooling at Southsea,whenever he came to England,he 
attended the Indian Service school on the Devon coast at Westward 
Ho. There he remained until he was eighteen in an English en-
vironrnent that must have prompted vague comparisons and contrasts, 
I II that completed the mold to a true English design. n the Stalky 
and Co." there is more autobiography. Beetles of the glasses and 
the verses answers for Kipling.It was Devon on the coast,the 
Devon of Kingaley,the Devon of history,rich with tradition and 
lore.There he must have heard some of the popular history of 
I 
England as it passes from generation to generation,and,perhaps, 
something of fairy lore. Ever upon it all when the windowa were 
wide there was the rhythmic roll of ebbing tides like the far,far 
distant drums of empire.There he learned to love the sea,to know 
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i ... · r· it d A l. ·t · t '1 A I , d "'"h ~s 1n 1n e moo s. s ne wrl es 1n one s or y: nS reac ne _ ~ e 
crest of t h e Downs, I felt the soft air chane;e , sav1 it glaze under 
t h e sun;and,looking down at the sea ,in that instant beheld the 
blue of t he Channel turn thru polished silver and dulled steel to 
d ing y pewter. A laden collier hugging t h e coast :::. teered outwa rd 
for d eeper water,and a cross the copper-colored haze , I saw sails 
rise on e by one on t h e anchored fish ing fleet. 11 'rhere had been the 
steaming,freighted harbor of Bombay,the myriad masts against the 
city's sulphur haze,a green sea running lazily by t he lands rim; 
and now t h e cold fogs,th e clear,fair,vigorous days on t h e Devon 
coa st. There were wonderful nigh ts,too,when he mi g ht discover the 
moon above the sea and the consteLLat._i_olln in their pegc; ed p lottings; 
and he learned to dream. It is such things that stir,inspire,and 
mold t he g enius. 
Again at Westward Eo he was understood only by the 
Head;that k indly,austere man who o p ened his library .to the boy 
and permitted him to roam thru the books as h e would. There he 
indule;ed , we may be sure,his early love of adventure and romance . 
Probably this influence coupled with the a Ge l1e 1 i ved in made 
Kipling a romancer. Ki ng ,the house leader , did n ot und er s tand boys 
anyway. With his ruthless sarcasm and merciless wi~,he did mo r e 
harm than good . So Kipling experienced his second repression under 
a system. Naturally sensitive,d e testing t he virtual imprisonment 
'l. 
the system i mposed,rebelious against the manifest injustice , he f a ced ,. 
the realism of life,he learned to b e satiric and a little bitter . 
So 11 Stalky and Co."play their prank s,steal t h eir fun,exhi b it a n 
unnatural int e rest in nature to ga in the freedom of out of bounds. 
They reveled in their hidden hut on t h e hillside w·here the sea lay 
one way and the woods ,the other. When there wa s verse to be written, 
Beetl e s d id his b est. Too often King found the doggerel and his 
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wit burned t h e writer wi th shafts of fire . From 11 St alky and Co. 11 we 
see the hatred of organized sport and t he scorn with which it is 
treat ed by the three boys. That is an exfpression of what Shaw 
c a lls 11 the boredom of sport. 11 In spite of the System , Kipling had 
his friends there,and t hey lived life as best they could under 
t he system . They loved the out-of-d oors,the sea,the fair skies, 
the thick choking foe;s;it was all part of the adventure. 
Kipling was no prodig y;he showed no astounding ability , 
but h e h.a.J l i terary t a l ent. The type of school t hat Westward Ho 
was( <iesigned to pr epare t he sons of Anglo-Indians for Indian service) 
c ould n ot have had much to ·appeal to t he boy,noth ing to ure; e out 
the best t h at wa s in hifl. Ra ther it d eveloped a hostile attitude,a 
certain fierceness that comes out i n t he early stories where Kipling 
delights in s h owing the weaknesses o f t h~ se c;.dul ts wh o suJ'osed 
" t h emselves lords of creat i on. So Kipling was a very ordinary 
boy. He wrote reams for the college paper,he edited it two years 
g aining t h ere a valuable training for his later work and continually 
practising his prof e ssion-to-be. Before he left he won the 
literature prize . I!rr. Clemens calls his contributions clever . So 
one may imag ine that the cleverness of the 11 Plain 'l'ales 11 was already 
cropping out. He had ambitions,and even then he must have dreamed 
often of one day sweeping the English world by storm with h is tales 
and his verse. Far vistas of a crystal blue sea,the infinite depths 
of the cool night sky ar_e t ·he realms wher e dreams float, they are 
the white cirrus clouds of the noon sky. Kipling had cros s ed half 
of the world to Devon that he mi ght be not only the man of the 
world, but the Englishman of the world . 
At eighteen ,he left Westvvard Ho refusing 'i;.Q., 
- ~. 
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to consider a university educa tion. He turned to India,his birth-
place, \?here a new force was to continue the forming of the mature 
Kipling. He had been a child when he left India;he came back at 
the step of manhood ready to astonish his people,ready to rise in 
the East. Ie became the subeditor of the "Civil and Military Gazette 11 
of Lahore . Since there was only the editor on t he staff that d id 
not mean as much as it sounds. Later he was promoted to a p lace 
on "The Pioneer"at Allahabad. 
He was in India again and what an India it was ! 
There was the 11 enchanted iridescence 11 ,as Ruskin calls it,of 
pagoda,dome , minaret,and mosque ; the confused and colorful motion 
of the masses thru the bazars;the hum of native voices,the lazars, 
the temple priests,the vendors,the dancing maids,the market men , 
and the thunderous command of English rule all side by side;the 
t'1arvelous panorama of empire life. Into such a swarming hive, Kipling 
was thrown,to rout out all the news for a newspaper. That meant 
he saw every n ook and corner of the native quarters;in alleys, 
in dim abodes,by temple gates,under t h e shadow of heat baked 
masonry,to the toll of bells,thru the hot odorous masses,thru 
" the <1Jet streets,into the g overnnent houses,everywhere , anywhere. 
That wa s the India of 11 IUm11 ,of 11 The City of Dreadful Ni ght" with 
its 11 pitiless moon" and the "muezzin somewhere in t h e direction 
of the Golden Temple 11 catching up the I1J1oslem cry. That wa s all 
life in the r a w and the youth with his keen observat ion was 
gathering notes,filling his volumes of experiencelfor he was still 
dreaming. 
Kipling learned another maxim or r a ther put into 
practic e a gospel as old as the rocks, vd thout which n o man ever 
a rrives. Since he was the only one beside the editor,there were 
myriad tasks always awaiting him,mountains of work that must be done. 
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Kipling worked and never ceased working. 11 Briefly,the daily work 
of Mr. Kipling on the Gazette was as follows:l.To prepare for 
press all the telXegrams of the day;2.To provide all the extracts 
and paragraphs;3.To make headed articles out of official report~, 
etc.;4.To write such editorial notem as he might have time for; 
5.To look generally after all sports,out~tation~,and local in-
telligence;6.To read all the proofs except the editorial matter. 
For a few hundred~ of rupee~ a month,he did the work of at least 
two men." Eesidesthat he found time to write etories and verse 
for the publication of which the paper was so reluctant to give 
' him space. That is a maxim of succes~. Do two people s work. 
That one paragraph from 11 The Man lfuo Would Be King 11 certainly 
paints graphically the newspaper office at night when he was left 
"to put the paper to bed alone" as he so naively writes. 
"It was a pitchy black night,as stifling as a June 
night can be,and the loo,the red-hot wind from the westward,wae 
booming among the tinder-dry trees and pretending that the rain 
was on its heels. Now and again a · spot of. almost boiling water 
would fall on the dust with the flop of a frog,but all our weary 
world knew that was only · a pretence. It was a shade cooler in 
the pres~-room than the office,so I sat there,while the type 
ticked and clicked and the night- jars hooted at the windows,and 
the all but naked compositors wiped sweat from their foreheads ahd 
called for water. The thing that was keeping us back,whatever it 
was,would not :come off,tho the loo dropped and the last type was 
set,and the whole round earth stood still in the choking heat, 
with its finger on its lip,to wait the event. I drowsed,and 
wondered whether the telegraph was a blessing,and whether thim 
dying man,or struggling people,might be aware of the inconvenience 
the delay was causing. There wa s no special reason beyond the 
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heat and worry to make tension,but as the clock-hands c r ept up 
to t hree o'clock a nd t h e machines spun t h eir fly-wheels t wo and 
t h ree times to see tqat all was in order,befor e I said the word 
that would set t hem off,I could have shrieked aloud. 11 That is 
how and whe re he lea rned the g ospel of work. In a n ewspaper office 
y ou a sk no questions but do your tasks and d o them well. 
In 1885 t h e small volume of short s k etches called t h e 
11 Christmas Quartet 11 marks Kipling's first debut in the world 
of books. His father,moth er,and sister contributed to t h is volume 
too. This book had no sale eveb among the Anglo-Indian~s then,but 
toda y it i s worth twelve pound s or sixty d ollars a volume. 
Thru the Duke of Connaught's kindly int erest in the 
busy youth,he w::" s able to visit 11 Tommy Atkins 11 at work and at play. 
From these contacts there appear ed the barrack-room ballads in 
t h e paper from day to day, and Mulvaney, Strickland, or 1:rrs. Hauksbee 
"' 
stories. Then they were collected and bound in t h ose ludicrous 
11 Ruree books 11 with their loose binding s. A very part of the power 
of Ki pling is proved in h is seizing upon these formative influences 
for all his material. Generations had lived and died i n Ind ia, 
g enerations of Englishmen,clever,brilliant,and keen,but not one 
last man of them had seen or been able to interpret India as 
Kipling had. There was an empire to exploit but only a Kipling 
foresaw its glory or its value. He had his material at hand,he 
realised what fascinating stuff it was,and he had the limitless 
confidence of genius in himself. 
Besides the India of the bazar,the camp,and the 
n ewspaper,there was at his backdoor the great stretches of the 
luxuriant,tropical jungle filled with its terror,its h orr or, 
its green,snaky gloom,its traditions,its smouldering lore,its 
life of t he fang and the hoof,of the poison tongue and the 
hunting cry;the jungle with all ite colorful,moody,and wonderful 
romance. The people talked of · it,the men hunted in it,the nativee 
told,int the duek,their tales of it. In his childhood days he had 
heard from the native servante,the folklore,the superstitions,the 
tales of the strange gods of the jungle. Kipling was so much an 
Englishman,with the broad,natural,sane comprehension of the Anglo-
Saxon that he could enjoy the jungle,appreciate its vast cathedral 
shadows,and understand its intricate,vine-woven meaning. He must 
have been 'ascinated by it or he never would have written his 
Jungle books.Here again his agile and virile mind was storing 
away the measureless material the English would one day •8& 
t heir heads over and read to children in the twilight. So out of 
all the bewildering and chaotic life he labored so cea selessly 
thru,his great short stories were emerging in hazy form little 
by little. 
But India wa s not England,and an Indian audience 
was small and very limited. Kipling tells how he worked by day 
and lay a wake in the stifling Inciianr' nights striving to conceive 
of someth ing that would captivate his English audience. He was 
res tless. He seemed to feel tha t his apprenticeship was about 
served, that the time was at hand. ''The Pioneer" sent him upon a 
long journey for the paper which gave him his.chance. With his 
precious volumes,"Plain Tales from the Hills,"Soldiers Three", 
11 The Story Of The Gadsbys 11 ,and "Black and White 11 ,he sailed away 
to the east to come. upon the English world from the west. He had 
infinite ' faith in himself. Now all the forces that had gone to 
the molding of his thought and conceptions was to be rounded out 
gradually and to be polished in his last adventure. Kipling was 
truly the great adventurer sailing east with a pocket full of 
tales to seek his fortune. 
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The important features of this excursion are 
the broadening contacts,the wealth of experience,the endless reas 
I 
of pictures filmed by his mind s eye and saved to delight the 
balconies with. He traversed land and sea,he began to sense the 
sweep of the empire,the sway of the System. America rejected him 
flatly. Being young and sensitive,he was hurt by his treatment in 
San Franciecoa.and New York so he went home to England,an unknown 
man from the east who had seen much of the world,who had observed 
more,and who had a pocket full of tales to se&l for his bread. 
He found a publisher but the books lay on 
the shelves unnoticed. The English people still suffering from 
Victorianism had to be told what to read. The Times told them at 
last,and the book reviewers dug out the unpretentious works and 
liked them. The star that had -rQ.serJln the west had at last cleared 
the haze as a ship clears the fog outside the port. Rudyard 
Kipling became a fad. People caught Kiplingitis. Men criticised 
him,ridiculed him,lionized him,im\itated him,and by these signs 
he was a high magnitude in the literary galaxy. There is the 
romance of living,there is the tale of the stoop-shouldered fellww 
who came across more than half the world to make his chance. 
' That was Kipling s great adventure. From an almost unknown Anglo-
Indian journalist to a world author whose poetry and prose hati 
been read wherever books are read,whose name is a household word 
in millions of homes. 
Rudyard Kipling became the spokesman of that 
vast empire that had so challenged his imagination.~e revealed his 
India to all nations. He has never again visited the land that gave him 
birth. After his arrival in England he had· married Miss Balestier 
of New York. They visited Japan returning to Brattleboro,Vermont 
where they made their home for four years. He visited England 
/ 
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three times during that short period. Then he traveled with his 
family to South Africa determined to see more of the empire he 
was exploiting. Upon his return to New Y~ he wa s striken with 
pneumonia as were his two daughters. For a time they feared this 
new star from the west would set all too early but he rallied 
and recovered. One of his daughters died,however. This had a 
profound effect upon Kipling. It deepened the tone of his work, 
it stirred his mind in new fields,it made possible a "They". After 
that unfortunate experience he returned to England where he has 
lived since then. Today he lives at Rottihgdean. 
Thru these years of travel he saw ships,studied shipf, 
learned of enginea,of people,and of animals,gleaning something 
new from them all.He wrote about them as he had written about 
India. A machine,any mechanical devise,any compact symbol of the 
organized sytem has a fascination to him;he never s eems to tire 
of their wonders,and in his enthusiasm he even discards his art, 
his storyJto revel in the smooth,oiled motion of machinery. He came 
to know the imperial navy as he knew the army,he came to know 
peoples of other climes as he knew his own. Girdled with his 
vast blue,sea-swept horizon he became the Englishman of the world. 
If he is as ardent an imperialist as many would have us believe, 
one can readily understand why from the formative forves of his 
life. A sensitive,observing man who could see life in its bald 
realism,who could dream,had grown up in India,had worked his 
trying apprenticeship there,had felt the glamor of the Empire, 
the lure of vast continents,the fascination of the imperial 
standard planted against the four winds of heav~n,upon which the 
sun nor stars never set. So it would be natural that imp~rial~ would 
be a part of Kipling as the colora are of the dawn. As he has 
grown,the bonds of authority,the voice of command has dwindled but 
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he still writes of his dreams . So severe criticism of this at-
titude is reasonably unjust. He stands for what he is u pon his 
convictions . That is the best you may say of any man . 
After Kipling successfully stormed the redoubts of the 
English literary world,he did not cease to develop but matured 
· g radually into the Kipling of "Puck of J!ook 1 s Hill~~ The rough, 
s 
more d irect , worlld):y wise youth often so obvious, -.,o consciously 
1\ 
smart has :Je come the c a lmer,more deliberate man of letters writing 
to enrich the stores of the a g es,standing firm (_Yand solidly u p on 
1• . . 
his g round assured of his present position and no more ; aware, 
perhaps,as well as anyone of h is limitations. In the manner he 
wa s molded he has gone. His interests have only inc reased in the 
channels he fir st embarl{ed upon. The writing u p of "Tommy Atkins 11 
has b een the motif of h is life. The Great 'Har has produced more and 
more from h is versatile pen all a b out the British soldier,and 
sailor. He has devoted himself so completely to lmgland and t h e 
empire,there have been only two volumes of short stories in 
fifteen years. Yet the output of Kipling h a s been steady, 
uninterrupted,and prolific . He has been no niggard with h is pen . 
Tha t the Kipl ing fervor has r elaxed in later years i s due more 
to a reaction and to the turn of h is work . 
He is admirably described by Mr. Clemens:-
11 1levoted to his home life,domestic in tastes,simple in his habits , 
regul ar and systematic in his vvork , Hr. Ki pling is a quiet, 
indli.strious,unobtrusive man , deeply in earnest. In his movemen ts, 
he is lively, and perhaps ,somewhat nervous;and has a thorou ghly 
s outhern temperament. Distrustful as he is a~out himself, 
he is without bounds in recognition of others. Si r Edr:ard 
Russell has described h i m as a ' practical, s pruc e ; ·athl'e \ tic , , :w,~itil-
g roomed little figure--mal{ i n g a splendid livinc; --not a n 1 mos or 
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an .J:eaiah. ' 11 A geniue by natural Emdowment,Rudyard Kipling stands 
as a distinct personality thru the magnificent cloak of hie words. 
From the pages of his tales he peers out,first a youth,then a man 
of the world! He is versatile with the moods of the India he knows 
and acclaims,virile with the rugged indomitable strength of the 
Himalayas that !'orever rise in their mists of purple and gold, 
passionately sensitive ae the dreamer and poet of the evening skies, 
inordinately curious as the seeker for truth,ae strong aad as truly 
masculine as Browning. He is not the creator of imperialism but 
only,in some measure,the spokesman of it.He is no radical,no 
creator of new forms,no fadist or fanatic;he is a sane Englishman, 
conservative,almost reactionary,but he has the power of a dynamic 
personality. He has won the Nobel prize for literature,a feat 
which alone places him in the seats .of the great. For all his 




A SURVEY OF KIPLING'S SHORT STORIES(APPRECIATIVE) 
A. The Indian Period. (The divisione of Mr. ·Walter 
Morri~ Hart are adhered to as the best) 
Books Published in this period: 11 Plain Tales f r om the Hills 11 , 
11 Soldiere Three 11 , 11 The Story of the Gadsbys"j 11 In Black and White", 
11 Under the Deodars, The Phantom 'Rickshaw, Wee Willie Winkle'' ,and 
11 Life 1 s Handicap. 11 
11 Blessed be the English and all their ways and worke. 
Cursed be the Infidels,Heretics,and Turks!" 
11 Amen, 11 quo' Jobson, 11 but where I used to lie 
Was neither Candle,Bell,nor Book to curse my brethren by!' 
11 But a palm-tree in full bearing,bowing down,bowing down, 
To a surf that drove unsparing at the brown, walled town-
Conches in a temple, oil-lamps ·in a dome-
And a low moon out of Africa said;'This way Home. ' 11 
--------------------------
11 Blessed be the English and all they make or do. 
Cursed be the Hereticks who doubt that this is true1 11 
11Amen, 11 quo' Jobson, 11 but .where I mean to die 
Is neither rule nor calliper to judge the matter by: 
"But Himalaya heaven-ward-heading,sheer and vast,sheer 
and vast, 
In a million summits bedding on the last world's past-
A certain sacred mountain where the scented cedars climb, 
And the feet of my Beloved hurr~ing back thru Timeln 
Kipling obeyed the imp~rious dictum of those who do 
. 
not write but talk of writing,and began with the material scribbled 
in his notes from his daily life. He realised the possibilities of 
the India he knew so well. What he heard,what he saw,what the 
natives told him;all that wa s ink for his pen. There was 
Atkin~ 11 living hiti exiled life for the empire and bread. 
11 Tommy 
The humor, 
the pathos,the pallette of the colors of life lay in the bazar 
under the merciless suri,the heathen wind blowing hot as a red 
poker thru it all. When there was a moment to be snatched of 
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precious leisure,the young man wrote down in terse,pointed English, 
his impressions~the anecdote he heard at dusk,the incident he saw 
in the street,the tale some superstition had clouded with significance. 
When there was room he printed thes e stories for the Anglo-Indians 
to read,comment upon,and forget. When there were many of these 
stories printed and thrown aside,the youth,with his eye ever beyond 
the horizon where the Channel flows,collected them into small volumes. 
Written in the clear,sharp,incisive journalistic style with a 
startling realism,they were bound to stir a foam of comment. 
11 Black and White 11 -This volume steps out first because of its 
alluring and quizzical title. It is a set of eight stories 
dealing entirely with the natives,several of them told by a 
native with all the flourishes and affectations of their manner. 
In man~ ways this is the most intriguing of the many Kipling 
volumes. It is among the first four,it stands at the gate-post 
of his career. Then,too,we learn of native India told in an 
alluring fashion about things and people we never tire reading 
,more of. Here is revealed a half of the world we know little or 
nothing a bout. Here are people we nave never met whose philosophy 
of life and reactions to life are oriental and therefore peculiarly . 
baffling. There is a fascination as of the great Python or cobra, 
the fascination of the emerald-eyed city,the fascination of the 
the temple dome. This had all become so much a part of Kipling, 
he puts it in an intarigible,but potent form. Reading 11 Black and 
Yfuite 11 is like throwing wide a window some fair morning and be-
holding Bombay as Camelot far down by the sea 11 where the world-end 
n 
steamers wait ,cloaked in a tropical splendorian imperious, 
pri~mic stone in a marvelous setting. That is the magnetism of 
all the journalistic .tales altho the journalistic style is not 
so obvious as in some of the othere. 
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The realism of these studies can be no better 
illustrated than in the tale of the native who discovered the 
duplicity of his beautiful wife and says to her with merciless 
brutality we may sense but not completely understand;-
111Hast thou no fear?' And she answered: 1None-but only 
the fear that I do not die.' Then sal& I:'Have no fear.' And she 
bowed her head,and I smote it off at the neck-bone so that it 
. II leaped between my feet. 
That is starkly grotesque. We shudder and recall Poe) 
for in some of these early tales,as Monkhouse points out,Kipling 
has been comparable with Poe. The native point of view is sharply 
· outlined in this "Dray Wara You Dee.ii When the native is travel-
ing feverishly the girth of India and back to find and kill the 
other man he says, "You+awl" What. is your Law to me? When the 
horses fight on the runs do they regard the boundary pillars;or 
do the Kites of Ali Musjid forbear because the carrion lies und~~r 
the shadow of t h e Gher Kuttri? .The matter began across the Border. 
It shall finish where God pleases. Here,in mine own country or in 
Hell. All three are one." .The native is still a native altho 
English law would make him an Anglo-,.Saxon. There is always that 
under current not of injusti•e or complaint but a sense that the 
heel of the foreigner turns in the soil at his own will. 
There is humor,the grim,pathetic humor of the out-
witted mismionary who devoted his life to the work .of God with-
out the proper comprehension of the land,the people,or his own 
work;a besetting sin among missionaries. Also there is the farce 
of the fellow who hated cats and was visited by hordes of kittens 
routed out from where they might be found in order that a native 
magician might outwit a nature fakir. In that we see the super-




of such a polygot empire. 
· The most colorful story is the last one with the 
picturesque title of "On the City Wall~1 Here we slip as if by 
the wave of a magic wand into the oriental city where there is 
much of fabled eastern love,and more of Indian customs and Indian 
religions. We feel the pressure of the System,we understand what 
the occupation of a vast empire means,what the duty of the British 
Tommy is,what emerg encies call him,what a vast seething pot of 
sweltering unrest . a.n Indian city can be. On the city wall a fair 
woman sang beautiful songs and plied her trade;she whose 11 eyes 
are black,and her hair is black,and her eyebrows are black as 
le.eches ;her mouth is tiny and says witty things ;her hands are 
tiny and have saved much money;her feet are tiny and have trodden 
, II 
on the naked hearts of men. Then,too,there was the Indian 
youth with the culture of Europe upon him,"a clean-bred young 
Muhommadan,with small-cut nostrils,little feet and hands,and a 
very tired look in his eyes.u In the great call of his own 
sectarian song,his native blood burst thru the thin. paint of 
English culture and he was semi-barbaric again responding to the 
mob cry,and the tradition of his people • . 
There is all the confusion,the ineviatable mass 
motion to and fro thru the city; and the "Tazias .rock ed like shiJ15 
at sea,the long pole-torches dt.pped and rose round them, 11 the 
·' 
silent,shuttered homes of the Hindus closing the streets into 
veritable alley~~the bricks dropping out of the night. Then from 
the wall,the British soldiery swooped thru the city and the mobs 
cleared away to their homes and the city was quiet aga,in •. There 
is something elemental,something primeval and potent about this 
closing crayon word sketch in black and white. This,rather,is a 
book of rare prints with the last as the most vivid. 
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11 The Gadsbys 11 11 Sotclters Three"-Here Kipling introduced _ to the 
world that importation of the empire to guard its sovereignty,the 
British army. The recruits came year in,year out,foreigners to 
a land they made their home,to live their lives or lose them for 
the majesty of the imperial standard.He reveals their lives~for 
this is the write up of "Tommy Atkins". Always thru every 
situation,thru every circumstance,thru every atmosphere be it 
the steel blue heat cloud hanging over the city as close as a 
casque or the cold blue of the air that silhouetted the peaks of 
the roof o~ the world,there moves like a great,blundering elephant 
the Government with its departments,bureaus,stationa,divieions, 
troops,and all the khaki trappings. These men are servants to the 
machine,obeying its metallic commands. vVhen they are off duty 
they live as Englishmen dp anywhere. Then there is Simla in the 
cool hills,Simla with its trumpery society,its balls,masquerades, 
hunting,riding;Simla where all the Anglo-Indian women spend the 
·- . 
heat of the blistering summers. Such places as that Kipling 
n discovers for us in these two books and Plain Tales of the Hill!1 ~ 
The Gadsbys,wight stories written in the play 
form represent the life in the regimental cantonment. Captain 
Gadsby courts and wins his love. There are domestic difficulties, 
a baby,worry,and routine. At last he leaves the service to r e-
turn to England for he was a cavalry man and he has lost a bit 
of his nerve,for he had a. family.Everyone has heard of the Gadsbys. 
In · 11 Soldiers Three 11 there appears the inlimitable 
trio, Mulvaney,Otheris,and Learoyd. Mulvaney with his brogue,his 
ready wit,his c:r·ud e pnl..~.o sopny,his sound heart,and happy go-
lucky way has endeared himself to all the English speaking people. 
He is not just one Mulvaney,he is an army of them;he is the 
creation _of the kind fit for the gallery of types. These three · 
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stand close as brothers in the fraternity of army comrades 
and share thelr fortunes alike,marrying,enjoying life,expecting 
no advancement,but serving their best. They are rogues but we love 
them. Perhaps outside of the "courtship of Dinah Shadd 11 the 
funniest and most characteristic :Mulvaney story ia!'~he Taking 
~ ., 
of Lun-Tun-Pen" with Lootinant Brazenose in command. The wit, 
the ridiculous fun is as refresl:~ing as the sight of her Majesty's 
troops drawn up in the main and only street of Lun-Tun-Pen. 
11 Plain Tales from the Hille 11 - All the familiar characters 
are here;Strickland,Mrs. Hauksbee,Mrs. Reimer,and the soldiers. 
This is a large collection of short tales in the extreme manner 
of the young Kipling. Their plots are very sketchy,their telling 
direct and to the point,no words wasted. They smack of the news-
paper office and the rush of editions. With all their smartness, 
assumed cleverness,and air of worldly wiadom,they etch in brief, 
sketching plates an India of. gossip,of high comedy,and fatalistic 
tragedy. Perhaps frotn all the array of 11 Lispeth11 to "Watches in tb.e 
Night 11 the most powerful is not a story but "At the Gate of a 
Hundred Sorrows 11 • It suggests DeQ,uincey's 11 Confessions" stripped 
of all flying phantoms of color and dreams down to the bare, 
sordid facts told simply and straight fowardly with an absence 
I 
of cleverness. Its •.. dismal,passing picture leaves an imprint that 
pers1st5 when the others have faded to names and a suggestion of 
a laugh or a tear·. 
Kipling staked his rise upon these books and his 
success speaks for his ability and judgement. This was the India 
unknown to the English public,the India Kipling chose to make h~ 
own. As the introduction to 11 Black and White 11 puts it: "Thru 
your favor this is a book written by my sahib. I know that he 
wrote it,because it was his custom to write far into the night;I 
.... 
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greatly desiring to go to my house.---Nabi Baksh,clerk,says that 
it is a book about the black men-common people." That is the key-
note of the Indian tales~they are about the common people,black 
or white. 
With these volumes and his early verse,Kipling came upon 
the parlor rug of contemporary .English literature to challenge 
for his place.This was in 1888,soon after which,Kiplingism 
became a vogue as summer resorts or pastries. 
"Under the Deodars,The Phantom 'Rickshaw, Wee Willie Winkle"-
Altho these stories were not unified and published until 1895 they 
are all of the early journalistic period. It is here that the 
"Phantom 1 Riskshaw 11 which probes into the supernatural and dea ls 
II 
with the deterioration of the mind of man, The Strange Ride of 
Morrowbie Jukes" which is a dabble in the weird and ghostly,with 
a Poe grotesqueness,and " '.i.'he Man Wi.10 Would be King" which . records 
the royal venture of a white man ln a native state,all are. These 
are known to Kipling readers as II II II The Vampire or The Recessional~ 
They are stamped with the moods and vivid characteristics of his 
early style bearing the imprin* of certain channels of devise 
and speculation his mind persistently runs thru. When you say,too, 
that they are stories of the India of romance,high adventure, 
supersition,oriental mysticism,and cruel incompatibility,you have 
said all. 
In the children's stories at the close of the volume, there 
is still another side of Kipling revealed. He Ft times is a master 
.of the interpretation of the child in spite of alleged defects. 
He does understand the child's point of view as completely as that 
of many of his men,he has observed them with such a discerning 
eye_ he may write about them or for them with equal perspicacity. 
Altho "Wee Willie Winkle 11 ·and "The Drums of the Fore and Aftn 
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have so often been hailed as his great child stories,! should 
be inclined to put up above them,"Baa,Baa,Black Sheep~ There is 
an emotional intensity,a subtlety of conception and impression, 
.. 
an unity of artistic force and accuracy equaled only by They~ 
It is a powerful psychological study of a child placed in a 
suppressive,inimical environment to be molded like pasty clay by 
his experiences there. Since there is the hint of autobioBraphy 
in it,there is an enhanced interest. Its true value and worth 
has never been emphasized. It seems purely from a sociological 
point of view flawless. It is a cameo of profound and accurate 
observation,a real record of life at once pathetic and revealin& 
It grinds your teeth,it touches your heart as none of the other 
stories do unless it be"His Majesty the King". Aunty Rosa,Uncle 
Harry,Judy,Punch,and rtarry,step out of their mere form of creation 
to enact their drama s4t~~mendous in its simplicity. Aunty Rosa 
in her citadel of self-righteousness did not like Punch,that was 
t h e crux of the matter. She was the kind of woman the Victorian 
age bred with its smugness and propriety. Over such people the 
gods must breath a sigh of relief when they pass on where pettiness 
and false religiosity cease to count,where the .flame of the pure 
stare may shrivel up such a soul to nothingaeaa. Aunty Rosa 
had her own son,Harry,and because Punch was only a nephew,she 
hated him because the comparison was not flattering. She made 
him a black sheep. She was determined to suppress every sign of 
individuality and free will. Somehow Uncle uarry understood as 
do some men of kindly mi•n and honest simplicity but he died be-
fore the servitude was at an end. Then the cousin became more 
intolerable,more domineering than ever. He served as a spy upon 
every act of Punch and his Bather lauded such contemptible 
service. Punch was clumsy;he s~umbled about because he was half 
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blind but they beat him for his stupidity. It all had begun be -
cause Punch wished to read books of adventure,and because Aunty 
Rosa said he lied. The d ear mother from India came almost too late 
so mu,ch harm. had already been wrought. So clearly does Kipling 
show tne terrible dominance of environment over the soul of man. 
Punch was ready to kill hie cousin with joy in the deed. From his 
own experience and his vision Kipling has been able to conceive 
of such people as Aunty Rosa and her son who seem fiends incarnate 
as does Iago,who believe themselves chosen instruments of a 
moral God,and so practice a heinous deception upon themselves. 
Each type in this household stands out with exaggerated clearness, 
perhaps,but t?-ey are convinCi ng. The sunrise _world of solacing 
dreams that the Black Sheep had built for himself;the world of 
rampant adventur e and Arabian tales was his one reward. There is 
a concrete realness just in that. The suppressed soul turns upon 
itself for life and lives in the meaaure that it is complete to 
itself. The satisfying truth in this tale is that Aunty Rosa and 
Ha r ry in all their pettiness and pseudo-morality had buried under 
fathoms of opaque dirt the real beauty and glory of life. That 
p 
very ~ere of Romance open to poor little Black Sheep was forever 
closed and barred to them. That is the punishment of all such 
people,a punishment infinitely more just than any man could de-
vise simply because they do live and die in absolute ignorance of 
what they have missed. That is a gleam of consolation in such a 
morose atmosphere. So does Kipling strike t o the center of a great 
theme in a more definite certainty than he may have realised. I 
- should place "Baa,Baa,Black Sheep" high in the ranks of great 
short stories,a place everyone fails to g ive it,insisting more on 
the merit of "Wee Willie Winkle." The theme of"Black Sheep" is 
universal;its conceptionJa great truth presented with simplicity 
I 
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and human appeal. A story to be read when "Wee Willie Winkle" 
has passed forever as a cloud about the moon. 
"Abaft the Funnel"-Altho this book was not published until 
1909 and then without authorization,the tales included had all 
been printed twenty years before in the newspapers and were the 
first short stories following Kipling's London succese,also the 
last written especially for newQapers. They are of the elaborated 
anecdote type,few of them conforming to the definit1on af a real 
short story. We can readily see why Kipling did not wish to 
issue these first pen glimpses of L0 ndon and the navy. Some en-
terprising publisher had hunted them out,so they were forced into 
the Kipling set. As Kipling realsied there is nothing exceptional 
about these except they suggest and forecast the later sea storiea. 
For the first time,he is utilising material not gleaned from his 
India but picked up in that long journalistic voyage and upon 
his dawn in London. Their mediocrity is only once or twice re-
lieved by genuine flashes of ability. They are in much the same 
style as "Plain Tales from the Hills. 11 There is the same cleverness, 
the same conscious choice of the newspaper first line that may 
attract the eye but is not artistic. The London success had led 
to drawing room pattings of the new literary lion to hel~ him 
growl and make sophisms. He was to be gushed upon,congratulated, 
and admired. Kipling is writing out of his immediate experience 
and he is i~imitable in one or two sketches. Re is good-naturedly 
poking fun at hims elf as he so often does in the nooks and byways 
of his work • .Ln "A Really Good Time 11 , 11 The Betrayal of Confidences"~ 
II II -~ and especially On Exhibition ,he is farcicat,filled with a healthy, 
wholesome fun that makes the best of reading. The latter is by 
far the cleverest skit portraying his own bewildering introducticn 
to London· drawing rooms and his subsequent behavior. rle didn't 
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~tand in fron1of the fire place and reel off aphor1•ma;he made 
the mistake of saying very little. He became enthused only when 
the girl asked him what clothes to take with her to India anQ he 
found himself discussing garments not mentioned in Victorian 
I 
society. That was the ·lion s faux pas. It is full of youthful 
exuberance,it is satire that cuts to the core of drawing room 
foibles. There is the Kipling here of the side splitting mirth 
in 11 An Error in the Fourth Dimenaion." 11 This book deserved the 
unsolicited faith of the publishers if only for that one sketch 
which,buried away in newspaper files,would have been a loss to 
a world that needs as many laughs as its genial souls can produce. 
11 Life's Handicap"- In 1891 came this last volume of the 
typically Indian · tales. This was not written with the spur of 
editions at his pen but in the first writing leisure Kipling 
had. They were written for''Macmillan' s Magazine~' They still have 
the marks of the jouralistic style altho not all of its hurriea 
crudities. This was of his own country so truly that he called 
II 11 the sub-title Tales of Mine Own People. In the preface Kipling 
tells where he had gathered his material,of what he writes,and in 
the comparison of the iast and \\lest,digs with a kindly spur into 
II 
the flanks of his critics. He says: I write of all matters that 
lie within my understanding,and of many that do not. But chiefly 
I write of Life and Death,and men and women,and Love and Fate 
according to the measure of my ability,telling_ tales thru the 
. . 
mouths of one,two,or more people. Then by the favor of God the 
tales are sold and money accrues to me that ·I may keep alive." 
To that frank exspression of a design,the old,blind,native Prince 
who once told tales in the bazar says of his art and material, 
"Tell them first of those things that thou hast seen and they 
have seen together. Thus their knowledge will pieee (-_out thy · 
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imperfections. Tell them of what thou alone hast seen,then what 
thou hast heard,and since they be children tell them of battles 
and kings,horses,devils,elephants,and angels,but omit not to 
tell them of love and suchlike. All the · earth is full of tales 
to him who listens and does not drive away the poor from h i r. dooh 
· The poor are the best ·or tale-tellers; for they must lay their · 
ear to the ground every night. 11 This is the only place in all 
Kipling where he discusses his art. There is the wisdom and 
essential truth of men and their ways in that. 
There follows some of the best known Indian tales 
in Kipling's ken. There is again the spirit of Poe lurking in 
corners,the phantom of horror glowering at you from the pages of 
such stories as 11 The End of the Passage," and "The Mark of the 
Beast; 11 or the ghastly tale told by the German on the deck of 
II . 
the night steamer where, the sea was like smoky oil,except where 
it turned to fire under our forefoot and whirled back .into dark 
smears of dull flame. 11 There is a pen still dipping in bla ck 
and white to draw the eerie scenes of the closed room and the 
terrible ape,o~he frozen picture in the dead Hummil's staring, 
glazed eyes,or the Silver Man who 11 was perfectly naked in that 
bitter,bitter cold,and his body shone like frosted silver,for 
he was what the Bible calls'a leper white as snow'n,and "also 
he had no face,because he was a leper of some years standing and 
his diseasewas heavy upon him." That is certainly the starkest, 
coldest,most incisiv~ realsim which sends silver shivers up and 
down your spine. 
There is power in the pictures of "The City 
of Dreadful Night'' ,not a story but a sketch, painted upon a large 
canvas in colors of black and smouldering heat. In this description 
as well as in the "End of the Passage" and so often in the Indian 
tales,we come upon the feeling~there is no other fit word~the 
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feeling of intense and frightful heat,the heat of the merciless 
tropics,the heat of a city baked and baked as the face of the 
Moon has been th~u the centuries. The restlessness,the inquietude, 
the li~tlessness of a city robbed of its comfort by a veritable 
11 decade of heat" becomes very real to you as you read:-
"A stifling hot blast from the mouth of the Delhi 
Gate nearly ends my resolution of entering the City of Dreadful 
Night at this hour. It i~ a compound of all evil savours,animal 
and vegitable,that a walled city can brew in a day and night- - ---
Heaven help all sick persons and young children within the city 
tonight! The high hou~e-walls are _still radiating heat savagely, 
and from 'obscure side gullies fetid breezes eddy that ought to 
poison a buffalo." Above it all are the stars and clear canopy o:lt 
infinite night,the cool peace of the twinkling pin heads of blue-
white flame,the serenity of the eternal. And man who suffers 
senses thi~ order of a marvelous system,this endless change, 
and follows his routine steadily altho blindly. The _Muezzin gives 
the Moslem cr~ from the Minaret at the appointed hour just as 
the dawn bur.bs the sluggish sky in the roll of the tide. 
Perhaps the best known of this volume and the one 
most likely to set last of the Indian tales is "Without Benefit 
of Clergy. 11 There is an elemental forcefulness in it,a primitive 
sense of exquisite delicacy and beauty,a truth and universality 
greater than the laws of men. The love of man and woman that is 
of no time,no creed,no race;the very fundamental humaness of man 
that wipea out all barriers as if they were straws and makes us 
at the last redoubt of one blood and one nature triumphs even in 
its despair. The very opening sentence,"'But if it be a girl~", 
is a masterpiece of initial technique. Clayton Hamli ton says, : .. 
~ . Notice how much has already been said and suggested in this littie 
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question of six words . 11 
There is a certain kind of joy like t he g lancing 
ripple upon some sequestered , sunlit lake . That wa s the joy of 
Am e era upon giving birth to a man c h ild,knowine; in her inexplicable 
way that thls we. s a bond of purest and strongest metal to bind 
Holden ev r.-:r closer to her. Living a life of subterfug e,living in 
t wo worlds ,one made of brass c onventi on s a n d noisy i mpedimenta; 
t h e other reared of love and dreams on the roof under the cloudless 
I ndian n i ght , he cared so little for t h e brass,he laughed when 
they warn ed hin his work was i nferior . His hea rt was in t h e nat ive 
home. He and Ameera knew more of life than half the people who 
liv e . They lived , riot in years , but in s tolen moments . Then as 
s uddenly as the ke en-bladed pendulum sw i ngs ,the littl e man ,th e 
soverei gn of two hearts was dead,sna tched away by the fever. Holden 
must h i d e every sig n of grief ,every emotion beneat h a ca lculated 
calm. In the measure he had lived· h is joy with a fiery and in-
tense swiftness , so he must live h i s p a in . Ameera died ,too ,of the 
pla sue . rrh ru tle shattered n i ght skies , no longer in spl endid 
harmony , the Bet a llic voice of Ameerc.\ s mother, v1hen s he lea rned 
her daue;hters deat h s mote us cru elly. 11 Then I will mourn , and 
:·.fterwards tal~e an inventory of t he furniture in t h is hous e. 11 
That·i s t h e voice of the hosts of those who do not understand . 
T~at i s t h e grossness of a brazen mat erialism which unwittingly 
punishes 1 t self in the most diab· .olical manner a s it is s mothered 
und e r it s own weight . The simple and moving pathos lives more 
ineviatably aga i ns t such a g rim real ism thrown up like the p oison 
gas es of a g : ea t volcano . This is truly a t ale of life and death 
and love , of t~1 e trans itory and t h e eternal , of men. The purity 
of t h e open fir hills breathes t hru t ile scene as a perfume which 
may purg e the s oul of man of its concei ts and t each him to wonder . 
' 
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So t h ru t h e prose - poet's pen we vaguely unders t and the fair 
vales and vistas of a green valley t ha t opens out and we see the 
i n e ffable path os o f life t hat g ives us strength,depth, and 
penet rative power as t h e rolling,broken c~horts of clouds at s un -
set c; leam v1i th forgo tten colors and exquisite shading s . It 
at once the s i mplest a nd profoundest of stories . It plumbs 
deep into t h e mirroring l ake where t h e dim shadows undulate with 
t he rippl e s from far above. 
Th is volume marks the strict conclusion of t h e 
I nd i an p eriod . There are more stories of h is own p eople but 
he does n ot d evote anothar wh ole volume to them. This is the 
time when, N" i t h the journalistic career behind h i l'l he b ee; ins to 
de velop into the mature and careful creator. He n ow turns to 
the world for his material . The fir s t hint of his new f ields has 
been sugges t ed in 11 Abaft t h e J?unnel . 11 He had come i n this Garly 
period with n o new doctrin e, no n ew system of philosophy,no n ew 
mann e r of fiction,but onl y with his dynamic p ersona lity and 
his native continent to exploit. He sings as he writes of a 
dis t ant shore , where people live and d ie a s we do,where customs 
and t radition s are far di f ferent but where t h e hea rt of man is 
of t he same stuff . He tells wha t he sees,he g ives us t he benefit 
o f h i s unusual experience,he brine;s to London and the book worl d 
what we would not see if we traveled to India to explore for 
ours elves . He has done us a service in that alone. He is the 
i n t e r p reter of a languag e of life no one else has ever so corn -
plet ely comprehended,and we listen at his feet b ecause we are 
impressed,amused,and touched. 
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B.The Transitional Period 
Book s published in this period:"Many Inventions","The Jungle 
Book";''The Second Jungle Book." 
"The Only Son lay down again and dreamed that he dreamed a dream 
The last ash dropped from the dying fire with the click of a 
falling spark, 
And the Only Son . wok e up again and called across the dark:-
'Now ,.was I born of womankind and laid in a mother's br east? 
For I have dreamed of a shaggy hide whereon I went to rest. 
· And wa s I born of womankind and laid on a father's arm? 
For I have dreamed of long wh :L te teeth that guarded me from harm. 
Oh, was I born of womankind and did I play alon e? 
For I have dreamed of playmates twain that bit me to the bone. 
And did I break barley bread and steep it in the tyre? 
For I have dreamed of a youngling kid new-riven from t h e byre. 
An hour it lacks and an hour it lacks to the rising of the moon-
But I can see the blahk roof-beams as plain as it were noon. 
'Tis a lea,;-;ue and a league to the Lena Falls where the troopirg 
ambhur go, 
But I can hear the little fawn that bleats behind the doe. 
'Tis a league and a league to the Lena Falls where the crop and 
the unland meet, 
But I can smell
4
the warm wet wind that whispers thru the wheat!'" 
"The Only Son." 
This is the period of the slipping off of the ol d ani 
drawing on of the new. Kipling had found his Englan~ at last,the 
\.. 
true home of his folkJand that England had loudly,h.sterically 
1\ 
accla imed him and his position was assured. He was never to visit 
that India again. So gradually new sights,new scenes,new wonders 
superseded the old,and Kipling wrote less and less of India. His 
style was bound to changed from the journalistic to the magazinistic 
which permits leisure and grants comfortable space. He was growing 
in years as in vision and contacts. The hurly-burly rush of im-
patient and unsatisfied youth gave way to the calm and repose of 
a pleasant middle age. The · eaction from youthful indescretions 
was ineviatable. The flush and fever heat of triumph was past and 
he must have r ealised the most difficult task of all lay before 
him,to maintain and enhance the reputation he had so deservedly 
won. That settled him into a eerioue,intent industry which was 
. to be fruitful and forever convincing of the sanity and perspicacity 
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of the man. 
"Many Inventions"-This is in most essentials the true 
transition book. It has remnants of the early style still lingering 
and yet is written in the more polished prose of the later books. 
The early volumes as 11 Plain Tales from the Hills" reveal in the long 
table of contents,the kind .of tale to expect;that is,short,cul-
minative in effect,and rapidly written. Here he settles down to the 
surer,fuller,more eubtle,more efficacious manner shorn of nearly 
all the "quips and cranks" of youthful ardor. Kipling is far 
afield writing of the empire stillJbut . it is a world girdling 
empire now and not localised.Some of the bewildering versatility 
and universality startles you now,for the first time,froin hidden 
craniesJand intrigues you thru rambling paragraphs. His Poesque 
love of the abnormal,the super-human finds exspression again in 
such tales as "The Disturber of ~raffic 11 ~ 11 The Lost Legion",or · 
the "Finest Story in the World." Mulvaney,Otherie,and Learoyd are 
back again in three adventures assuming,except in "My Lord,the 
Elephant"(two stories in one),a new serioueness of maturity. There 
is nothing humorous about "Love-o'-Women" but rather th~ grim 
realism of the '' Mark of the Beast. 11 There is a deeper note to the 
British soldier's philosophy garnered in the same,static 
vernacular phrases which makes t h e stories more human and less 
affected. The long,loping style but breathes fresh glow to the 
camp-fire or cleaner air to the Indian encampmente. 
"The Disturber of the Traffic" is a sea story upon the 
much frequ'ented theme of the isolated light house keeper. He and 
Challong,the web-footed Malay,lived there where the straits cut 
thru and the ships pass as cars on a paved road. The race of the 
tide streaked the passage with white and the churn of the ships 
aided the tide. Dowse,like Hummil,was overwhelmed by his en-
vironment. He did his best but just the strea~y sea was enough 
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to steal his reason until he must buoy the straits and shut the 
curious ships from their path. So e f fectively does Kipling speak 
thru the lighthouse keeper at St. Cecelia,we can image that 
streaky sea and understand the awful situation. When Kipling 
he 
des cribes the sea,you sit and listen forApaints simply and deftly 
with pen and ink what painters with colors would not equal in 
similar space and consideration. He knew of lighthouses,too,as 
he knew of India and later of eng ines. 'When the story is done 
the sequence and balance is completed by having the day br eak 
on the channel as evening had closed in when the tale began. 
At dusk: ~~ -~Look, 'he answ~red,and I saw that the dead se+ist had 
risen out of the lifeless sea and wrapped us while my back was 
turned.· The pi:mcils of the Light marched staggeringly across 
tilted floors of white cloud. From the balcony round the light-
~oom.::· the white walls of the lighthouse ran down into swirling, 
smolcinB space • . The noise of the tide coming in lazily over the 
rocks was choked down to a thick drawl. 11 At dawn:"Fenwick left 
his chair,passed to the Light,touched something that clicked,and 
the glare ceased with the suddeness that was pain. Day had come, 
and the Channel needed St. Cecelia no longer. The sea-fog rolled 
back from the cliffs in trailed wreaths and dragged patches,as 
the sun rose and made the dead sea alive and splendid. The still-
ness of the morning held us both silent as we stepped on the 
balcony. A lark went up from the cliffs behind St. Cecelia,and 
we smelt a smell of cows in t h e lighthouse pastures below." 
There is an undeiable beauty and charm about that,the repose of 
the English morn after a long foggy night and a weird tale. Into 
no other setting could the story of poor Dowse have fi~ted. as it 
fits into that. 
11 A Matter of tact" is a sea story of a monster and a 
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volcanic upheaval. It is such a. y;arn as sailers swap beneath the 
crescent moon or tell for solemn truth to wide-eyed land-lubbers. 
11 Judson and the Empire" is the other sea story of the competent 
man who quelled a war in a flatiron with a mast. They are three djf 
the easiest reading sea stories in . all Kipling. 
We see J ,too, Kiplings practice of making capital 
of many of the tricks and mechanisms of thought and~~ery wfuich 
pass i n vogues like a back wash of the sea.:e.eincarnation~the 
puzzling dream that we have lived in every age and some time may 
reach that neutral ground of mental perception where the years 
give up their secrets and our life beco:Jes the life of man, is 
treated in 11 The Finest Story in the World. 11 Charlie Mears,a ba11k 
clerk, in his fits of abstraction reveals glimpses of t he Gree. -·· .·· 
slave galley and the fleet of Norse ehips. Thie ie well named a 
tale of inventillm as indeed is 11 The Lost Legion11 that pounded thru 
the valley in the heated blackness of the Indian night,a phantom 
of tradition. 
11 In the Rukh 11 is the first of the Mowgli stories 
strange as that would appear,for h er e Mo~gli is a man. That is, 
Kipling began his J~ngle Books at the very conclusion. Mowgli 
comes forth from the Jungle saturated with its story and reminiscent 
of experiences that have never been penned yet. Mowgli is our 
childhood companion grown to man's estate,a veritable Greek god, 
with the pulses of the jungle vibrant to his every touch.Mowgli, 
as a man,loved a maid and came under the sway of the System. He 
seemed to compress the centuries of the jungle into one. With his 
trained,inaudible step he appears before us as he appeared before 
Gis~orne,but we ask for Baloo,for Bagheera,and Kaa,we ask of the 
jungle life for we read of him as children first,and he answers 
us in a calmer,more deliberate manner for he is a man. So the 
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human triumphs in his marriage and his acceptance of government 
pay before he has lived in uovk~ as a boy in the jungle. Yet the 
jungle claims him for his home and he lives on the rim of two 
worlds knowing the joys and sorrows of both. There is something 
intriguing about Mowgli. He is not ea.sily forgotten. 
Kipling probes his pen into the festering sores of 
man beyond his ken until he proves it not so. He suddenly reveals 
his unexpected power as the cold morning reveals the hidden reef 
or loitering tide. Hr. · Hart condemns 11 The Record of Badalia 
Herodsfoot 11 as an unfortunate mistake,yet there is more in the 
"[' 
story than he would credit. It paints the smuty slums of London 
" with all t h e direct and fearless realism of the modern day,yet 
not once is he obJectionable. The canvas is smoky,the details 
smeared with the soot and smudge,the characters in their type 
tr~ppings standing out as clear as· Mulvaney or Mrs. Hauksbee. 
There is thru all the grime the light of nobility,the nobility o~ 
even the degraded human soul. There is a healthy optimism even in 
the tragic conclusion,a promise that men are not as wholly bad 
as they look. There is a raw,rugged grip to the story that moves 
the reader quite profoundly, the fascination .:·. · the dance of Kaa had 
for the Bander-log. There is truth of the front page murder 
story here. Men have kicked their wives to death as Tom did 
Badalia,and the very squalor and crushing,relentless vise of 
their environment almost excuses them. Kipling clings as truly 
to his subject as he does in the romantic fable which closes 
the vo l ume and stands at the other end of the gamut,the sublime. 
He is still,however,a bondsman to his early experiences,he still 
is seeing,in this storyJwith the eyes of the newspaper man. 
' "":> "Children of the Zodiac 11 is the new Kipling, the 
Kipling of Puck and "They 11 ,the Kiplip.g of that magnificent poem 
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11 The Sack of t h e Gods. 11 It is an allegorical fable. With the 
same intuition h e was to roll the l ore of the jungle and man 
into comprehensible form so he rol l s the ages and the stars to 
suit his purpose. Six of the signs of the zodiac are Houses 
which belong to the destroyers of life and six are the children 
whom at some time these Houses will claim. The story swings 
upon t h e universal ~heme of fear and veritably strikes spark s 
from the stars. It is a story .upon the grand,mythological plan 
of initial religious lore. Leo lea rned of fear at the gate of 
the House of Cancer,the Crab. His House,if you look into the 
winter sky,is darker and more forboding than all the _others in 
the zodiac. No wonder Leo felt the fear of that darkness upon him. 
Both Leo and the Girl had been immortals as all the children of 
the zodiac were before they tried to mold the world of man with-
out fear and to pr actice among men that gospel of unceasing, 
.tireless work,the secret that the light of stars convey on t h eir 
flickering rays and the cold moon gleams so bar ren in idleness. 
Vfuen Leo and the Girl learned that they must one day die when 
their work was fulfilled,they became as mortals. Leo entertained 
men with minstrelsy and the Girl helped the mothers. He had to 
learn to laugh. "People who consider themselves ~ods,as the 
Children of the Zodiac did,find it hard to laugh,because the 
Immortals know nothing worth laughter or teare. 11 
The Girl die~~ the Crab had foreto l d,and Leo sang 
the song of Virgo. When the Bull died, 11 Leo made the Song of the 
Bull who had been a God and forgotten the fact, c:.nd he sang it 
in such a manner that half the young men in the world conceived 
that they,too,might be Gods without knowing it. A half of the 
world grew i mpossibly conceited,and died early. A half o~ the 
remainder strove to be Gods and failed,but the other half accom-
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plished four times more work than they would have done under any 
other delusion. 11 
So the work of Leo made the world young and lighten-
ed the heart of man as they worked. So he with t h e vision may 
always rejuvenate and gladden the heart of man. With the third 
great Song,the Song of the Twins,Leo had accomplished his fate. 
Three times he had "takan the world by the shoul ders" as the Crab 
prophesied. Then there was the fear of death and Leo did not die 
as bravely as the Girl had. "After his death there sprang up a 
breed of little men,whimpering and flinching and howling because 
the· Houses of the Zodiac killed them and theirs who wished to 
live forever without pain." 
Kipling,too,had taken the world by the shoulders 
as the men who would be ggcls and immortals always do. There is a 
subtlety,a discerning power of intellect here that tells of the 
passing years. He has found a stronger note of his song buried 
deep in the instrument he plays,and not at the mouth piece where 
it was _ when he came up from India. On the day that Cancer shall 
call him he may have no fear •. There is more than 'the substance 
of just invention here,say what you will. When you r ead the last 
sentence of 11 Children of the Zodiac 11 ,you feel that truly such 
men may have "stormed Valhalla a million years ago." As the Jungle 
books were wondrous fables the giant trees whispered to each 
other when the moon was smeared with windy clouds so this invention 
might have been written thru the zodiac in a trail of meteoric 
fire. This is a prophetic story pla ced as it is at the end of the 
notable transition book. 
J: Jungle Book sll The first Jungle book appeared 1893-94, the second 
in 1895 and marked a new departure for Ki pling. He had observed 
life so ful ly that he was prepared to create a realm for children 
that should be a kingdom for their parents. The great,heaving, 
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restless,insatiable jungle,a city of verdure,was to live as 
effectively and as really as a city of stone and steel. The jungle 
had created a folklo:ee and with the aid of that folklore, Ki pling 
created the jungle. This is mo r e in the mature style,in the de-
lightful style of 11 Children of the Zodiac. 11 There becomes dimly 
apparent now as a iiova star, the year of 11 Puck of Pook 1 s Hill. 11 
Out of the chaos,the superstitious twilight of the jungle,he 
founded an order of law and reason where a boy lived an animal 
and animals spoke as men. From his vast i magination he constructed 
a jungle not primarily of fact but of truth and infinite fancy, 
a jungle of trailing vines and immense shadows,of sinuous,rich 
greens and ineviatable law. Of the stories not laid in t he jungle 
the best are those of the 11Whi te Seal 11 and 11 Rikki-tikki -tavi. 11 
The realism is cut thru with a ca lmer romanticism,a deeper,more 
penetrative imagination tha t interprets and suggests more surely 
and more skillfully. The black and white has been touched with 
long ,slim s trokes of color,with new refinements and figures. 
Here, a lso,as h~has so often done, Ki pling writes a 
set of stories linking a connected narrative in such a manner 
th:tt familiar settings and familiar folks enhance each subsequent 
tale. Akela trots thru the pages of '1Mowgli 1 s Brothers 11 as the 
leader ofthe pack. We follow his fortunes until he dies ,a real 
animal personlityJin the l a st battle with the 11 Red Dog. 11 Shere 
Khan,Baggeera,Baloo,and Kaa,the great PythonJwho loved 1·.~owgli as 
indeed they all did,stand a s more vital and compelling personalities 
than most of the people who walk thru his pages. There is a 
simplicity,a directness about-rhese jungle-folk that endear,rthem 
to us. Their conversation comes so natural;they live in an es-
tablished routine so orderly,they cling to the old so animal like, 
they live by the law of t h e jungle so sternly,they are made real 
to us. 
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They accepted the man-cub on the council rock be-
cause Baloo,the old brown bear, spoke for him,and Bagheera,the 
black panther paid for him. Sleepy old Baloo taught the free 
people the law;he taught t1Iowgli the law. Bagheera was "inky black 
all over,but with the panther markings showing up certain lights 
lik e the pattern of watered silk • .~ Everybody knew Bagheera,and 
nobody cared to cross his path,for he was as cunning as Tabaqui, 
as bold as the wild buffalo,and as reckless as the wounded 
elephant. But he had a voice as soft as wild honey dripping from 
a tree, and a skin softer than down. 11 They brought Mowgli up , 
they taught him the lore of the jungle,the wisdom of their ways. 
So much had the man-cub crept into the heart of the ' 
jungle folk)Bagheera,Baloo,and Kaa risked much to rescue Mowgli 
from the Bander-log in the ruined city. There is a certain grim, 
ironic significance in that ruined palace where kings had ruled , 
once,where monkeys lived and immitated men. "There was a ruined 
summer-house of white marble in the center of the terrace,built 
for queens dead a hundred :;ears ago. The domed roof had half-fallen 
in and blocked up the underground passage from the palace by 
which the queens used to enter;but the walls were made of screens 
of marble tracery-beautiful,milk white fretwork,set with agates 
and corneliane and jasper and lapis lazuli,and as the moon came 
up behind t h e hill it shone thru the openwork casting shadows on 
the ground like black and white embroidery. 11 Here man an~ bea.st 
seems reduced to the last equation and in the moonlight we 
begin to understand the way of the jungle and to learn of man. 
Kaa,the great Rock Python,who killed with his terrible hug,wa s 
hunting that night in the clear moon. Before the eyes of the 
. II defeated monkeys he wove his wondrous charm of death,the Dance 
of the Hunger of Kaa. 11 11 He turned twice or thri ce il:n the~;bigb 
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circle,wea ving his head from right to left. Th en he began making 
loops and figures of eight with his body,and soft,oozy triangles 
that melted into square~and five-sidedfigures,and coiled mounds, 
never resting.~~never hurrying,and never stopping his low ,humming 
song. 11 Even Baloo and Bagheera were fascinated as the Bander-log 
but Mowgli wa s tired and puzzled. There was the beginning of 
wisdom. Kaa could not fascinate the man-cub whose eyes struck 
fear to thearts of all the jungle folk. 
In that same ruined city , thelt.:C€'a.sure of dead kings 
lay guarded by the poisonous white Cobra whose poison fangs had 
groY'm harmless, whose treasure had little lure for Mowgli. Only 
the King Ankus with the priceless jewel did he tak e away with him. 
Mowgli had lived the jungle life,the a rtificial fabric of man's 
self-constructed world was incomprehensible to him. He threw 
the King Ankus away only to see three men die in their murderous 
desire to possess t h e jewel. Th ere,again,Kipling shows the truth 
of the strength of the jungle and the truth of the tribe of men. 
We understand man the better for our intimate contact with the 
jungle. 
Because Mowgli was a man-cub he could never com-
pletely seperate himself from the village and from Messussa,his 
hi-. 
adopted mother, vvho showedAsuch kindness bcause she had lost a 
son to t he jungle. Mowgli brought into friction with the customs 
and manners of his own people,held the talk of Buldeo and the 
wise men in open contempt. He heard with increasing impatience tae 
talk of the elders that passed for wisdom. They tol« t h eir 
lore of their people and of t h e dark mysterious jungle that 
encompassed them,the jungle mowgli knew as we'know our city. No 
wonder he interrupted them with,"Are all these tales such cob-
webs and moon-talk. That tiger limps because he was born lame 
as everyone knows. To talk of the soul of a moneylender in a 
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beast that never had the courage of a jackal is child's talk. H 
And so 1 t was to Mowgli. '·'All the evening I have lain here 
listening and,except once or twice,Buldeo has not said one 
word of truth concerning the jungle,which is at his very doors. 
How,then,shall I believe the tales of ghosts and gods and goblins 
which he says he has seen? ' That on the lips of the man-cub was 
~- more priceles~ wisdom tha~ he could understand. Just there 
Kipling puts his finger on the vital point,on the key arch of 
a part og our heritage. The jungle at their doors had puzzled 
and terrifi~d man. Because its secrets were unknown all that h e 
saw and r ecorded was enhanced by the pricless faculty granted 
only to man, that of fancy and imagination. These i·cobwebs and 
It I 
moon-talk are manifestations of man s superiority. This is true 
folk-lore in the creating. The lore of every race that molds 
and influences their art,literature, a esthetic and appreciative 
life has its inception in t h e circles of such elders who sit and 
talk of the unknown and interpret its visible lightening in their 
own woven tapestries. 
As a result of the insolence of Mowgli,he 
had his revenge upon Shere Khan,for he was made to tend the cattle, 
and they in their panic trampled the tiger to death in a gulley. 
Buldeo saw real magic when the wolves obeyed this boy,and he was 
so incensed he had Mowgli stoned from the villag e and prepared 
to burn his parents as evil spirits all because 11 the moon rose 
over the plain and the villagers saw Mowgli trotting across 
with two wolves at his heels.·· The unreasoning cruelty of the 
villag e prompted Mogli to call upon the sons of Hathi,the elephant, 
to drive them away. There is a certain picturesque beauty in the 
picture of Mowgli's parents fleeing thru the jungle guarded by 
invisible friends whose footfalls w•re inaudible to their ears, 
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whose attendance was faithful and careful. So lJiowgli had his 
revenge for the villagers were forced f r om their native homes 
because the jungle was against them. 
The tales of the jungle glide before you as 
panoramas of ineffable beauty drawn and painted on a wild back-
drop from the sunset skies where the pictures fade to realities, 
and the truth lives as the people of the jungle. Perhaps the 
most vivid scene of the heat of the jungle comes in the odd 
tale"Hov¥'ear Came. 11 They talked of' that when11 the green g rowthfs 
in the sides of the ravines burned up to broken wires and curled 
films of dead stuff;the hidden pools sank and caked over,keeping 
the last least footmark on their edges a~ if it had been cast in 
iron; the ~cy·-stemmed creepers fell away from the trees they 
clung to and died at their feet;the bamboos withered,clanking 
when the hot winds blew,and the moss peeled off the rocks deep 
in the Jungle,till they were as bare and as hot as the quivering 
blue boulders in the bed of the stream. 11 'fhat is comparable to · 
the description in 11 The City of Dreadful Night. 11 
Written for children,t•ey are all to be re-
discovered when the child is a man. You go to the jungle books 
for the truth of the jungle,for the beauty and companionship of 
the jungle. There are faces,there are voices,and eyes that we 
never forget;so we do not foget the jungle. 
With the Jungle books the change in Kipling 
was definitely decided. He had seized upon a new province for 
hi~ fancy founded upon the same .India that had given him fame • 
.J. He has brought to the childrens story a new power,a new magic 
which has produced ultimately his gr eatest book. The fablieux, 
the animal story had been a type in vogue during the middle ages 
and has received many contributor~ but none more competent or 
successful than Kipling. 
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C.The English Period 
Books published in this period:"The Day's Work"( 1894-9o ), 
"stalky and Co. 11 (1897-1900),''Just So Stories"(1897-1903),"Traffl.ca 
. . 
and Discoveries"(1901-1904),uPuck of Pook ' s Hill"(1905-06), 
"Abaft the Funnel " (1909),"Actions and Reactions"\ 190~),"Reward8 
and Fairies"(1910), .. A Diversity of Creatures 11 (1917), 11 Tales on Land 
and Sea for Boys and Girls " (1923). 
"See you the dimpled track that runs, 
All hollow thru the wheat? 
Oh that wa s where they hauled the guns 
That smote King Philip's fleet. 
'!."See you our little mill that clacks, 
':,_So busy by the brook? . 
" 
She has ground her corn and paid her tax 
Ever since Domesday Book. 
"See you our stilly woods of oak, 
And the dread ditch beside? 
0 that was where the Saxons broke, 
On the day that Harold died. 
"see you the windy levels spread 
About the gates of Rye? 
0 that was where the Northmen fled 
When Alfred's ships came by. 
"See you our pastures wide and lone, 
Where the red oxen browse? 
0 there was a City throng ed and known, 
Ere London boasted a house. 
"And see you,after rain,the trace 
Of mound and ditch and wall? 
0 that was a Legion's camping-place, 
When Caesae sailed from Gaul. 
"And see you marks that show and fade, 
Like shadows on the Downs? 
0 they are the lines the Flint Men made, 
To guard their wondrous towns. 
"Trackway and Camp and City lost, 
Salt Marsh where now is corn; 
Old Wars,old Peace,old Arts that cease, 
And so was England born! 
11 She is not any common Earth, 
Water or wood or air, 
But Merlin's Isle of Gramarye, 
Where you and I will ~are." 
11 Puck's Song 11 
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This is the period of fruition when all the 
promise the young man had given upon his rise out of India ±sz 
fully realised. He has grown older and infinitely wiser. With 
the last vestige of smartness and self-consciousness gone,he 
strives to realise the ideals which must have been part of his 
dreams as he pushed on for new provinces to conquer. He has not 
been easily satisfied altho sometimes you might think so. Just 
glance at his contemporaries. Where among them is there a single 
one who has so lived up to thier ideals,so ruthlessly clung to 
their visions,so maintained their excellence that t h ey have even 
one volume ten years old which li vee today and is on the boolc 
I 
stalls as a dozen of Kipling s short stories a~e. In his maturity 
he has taken pains to ~eep that reputation he won with a fight. 
His style has developed new mannerisms,has left old faults be-
hind,has taken a few along,but has purged his writing of as ·much 
aa he was capable. He has not capitulated to the demands of 
publisheBs or short-sighted readers as has H.G. Wells or Fletcher. 
He has not endeavored to produce quantity to the exclusion of 
quality. He has insited upon this uniform quality and zealously 
maintained it. In this period there is the slow rise to the 
climax .and then a gentle decline,not due,however,to relaxation 
of discipline but rather to choice of subject. Because he cries 
the song of discipline,he has more ea sily thwarted any temptations 
to sloth. ne did not attempt to live on his reputation as so 
many do producing a cheaper grade of work,but rather to increase 
that reputation and he has succeeded because he was true to him-
self. We must admire that in any man in an era when standards 
are all lowered. It is part of the genius of Kipl i ng . His mature 
style is graceful, at times rhythmical ,e:as·il:y :· r·~ polished to 
detail,but always most natural. 
11 The Day's Work ll - This v.olume rattles,shivers,and quakes 
with meqhanisma,monsters of steel and iron that have been granted 
power by the nand of man. In the revelation of Kipling,this could 
most certainly be called i:.he age of machines. That insatiable 
desire to know something about everything became an avocation when 
he turned to ships and engines. "007"is said by Mr. Clemens to 
be the r esult of an experience in South Africa where he actually 
operated an eng i n e. They had surmised that he would exploit the 
types of that corner of t h e empire,but instead he utilised his 
novel experience tha t apparently impressed him more. Just as the 
gods,the jungle,and the children of the Zodiac had lived and tal~ed 
and experienced the sensuous life so the engine and the ship now 
talk and f eel in a miraculous fashion . He :-.:ma.lt.t=am the fablieux ·· 
do for the machines the service it has done for the animals. In 
the round house the eng ines talked as men in a smok ing room. This 
II 
and "The Shij:> Who Found Herself are i ng enius. Yet the stori es 
of steel are not the great stories of this volu~e. mn t h e last 
analysis,the personality of pistons,bolts,and plates is rig id 
and uncompromising as the stuff they are made of. Machinery gains 
little by being so lifted from wher e it belongs. 
Altho the :!Bridg e Builders" r eads a trifle long and seems 
to lose its culminative force entirely at t h e very climax,yet the 
distant survey of the story contains an unsuspected force and 
subtle implication. Men wh o know have said this is not accurate 
to the fact s of bridg e building but that injures t h e story in 
I. 
no sense. The rec~citrant Gang es rises as a revolting native 
tri beJunezpectedly and with electric suddeness. The steel 
structure,the venture of Findlayson,the chief Engineer,the k ind 
of an adventure that the world applauds when it is a sueeess butl.1 
howls out of the wings when it fails,was to be tested by the 
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flood altho it had not yet been finished • .Just as Findlayson had 
been true to the ideals of the builder,so would his bridge 
withstand the barbaric test of a river on a rampage. That is the 
wonderful thing about the work of man. It stands at last for 
just what he is and no more. or less. Had Findlayson been careless, 
had he failed his faith,the unfinished bridge would have been 
crushed like a criss-cDDss of reeds in tumbling falls. The 
rigid sturdiness of the bridge proved the soul of Findlayson and 
stamped him for a man because the bridge was his. So Kipling 
has strived to build his own bridge but the great flood has not 
begun to wash under its massive piles yet. 
In the swirl of the flood,he and Peroo were swept 
down to the . midstream island wp.ere· Kipling permits the supernatural 
to destroy the sequence of his tale but for the sacrifice we 
listen to the native gods in conclave. Mother Gunga had prayed 
for vengeance upon the bridge-builders and the native gods were 
there to debate the question. Some of them had work ed t h eir 
plague and pestilence upon the bridge-builders but always the 
work went on. Because Findlayson had been true to his God,the 
plague had failed and the river had failed to sweep away the 
steel colossus striding the flood. The Gods talked long of the 
bridge and its builders. They feared for t h eir prestige. The 
river was a prisoner between t h e concrete piles. But the buck 
who possessed such wisdom,s poke the truth of the Gods to them 
when he said, 11 Does Mother Gunga die,then in a year,that she is 
so anxi ous to see vengeance now? The deep sea· was where she 
runs but yesterday,and tomorrow the sea shall cover her again 
as t h e Gods count that which men call time. Can any say that this 
their bridge endures till·tomorrow?n That,in a single speech, 
seems to sum up with incisive precision the ultimate destiny of 
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man's conquest of nature. The bridge stood in spite of all the 
Gods coul d do. Yet there will be a tomorrow when every bridge, 
every vestige of the power of man will be one commingling dust, 
when these rivers and forces go on as they did upon that yester-
day before the advent of man. · Because of t h is potential fact 
the work is not wasted. Rather it is a part of the todayJinvaluable 
and enduring. The bridge they argued would serve its turn as the 
fire-carriage. The inconvenience was infintesimal in t h e balance 
of time. 'l'he honest toil of Findlayson and his myriads was beyond 
the calculation of value to the spiritual worth of man. So you 
feel that with a single,figurative,stroke of ·his pen,Kipling has 
shown the significance of the blood-sweating work of the builder. 
In the material sense what man builds lasts today,in the spiritual 
sense what he builds endures until tomorrow. The present truth 
of t h e matter lay in the Buck 1 s last words. 11 Ye know the the 
Riddle of the Gods. When Brahm ceases to dream,the Heavens and 
the Hells disappear. Be content. Brahm dreams still. The dreams 
come and go,and the nature of t h e dr eams changes,but still 
Brahm dreams----The Gods change,beloved-all save One. 11 
In 11 \'Villiam the Conqueror 11 we meet a rather re-
freshing woman creation,a true variety in Kipling. William as 
well as Scott do in a measure live thru the v1 vid descriptions of 
the famine which seem to be the excuse of the story. rlere Kipling 
is at home in his India treating it in the maturer style,still 
portraying each mood and tantrum of her temperamant more success-
fully than the people about which it weaves good or evil magic. 
The story is long because of the famine in which both William 
and Scott prove themselves. 
Of all the humorous stories of Kipling~an Error in 
the Fourth Dimension11 has n o equal. It is hilarious fun,kindly 
satiric,but impartial. The American as a type is placed beside 
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the Englishman as a type,and the reader may laugh equally at 
,. ,, 
both. The ~~erican,too familiar with railroads,stopped the crack 
train of the Great Buchonian for a trivial reason. Upon his 
arrest he failed to say he was an American so the Ureat Buchonian 
fearful of precedent suggested a wall,and brought in a psychiatrist 
before the matter was adjasted. He was accused of II marine delusioas" 
because he desired to board a train. Yet the solution was just 
the mentionaing that he was an American where upon the officials 
og the Ureat Buchonian understood and~odded wisely.Just a couple 
of the speeches at the close will give an idea why this is the 
best of Kipling's many humorous stories. 
11 1 You are returning,then,to our fellow-kinsmen across 
the-ah-big pond,you call it?'"the Englishman inquires. 
111 No,sir. The ocean-the North Atlanbic Ocean. It's three 
thousand miles broad,and three miles deep in places. I wish it 
were ten thousand. ' 
'I'm not so fond of sea-travel myself;but I t h ink 
it is every Englishman's duty once in his life to study the great 
branch of our Anglo-Saxon race across t he ocean, 'said the lawyer. 
1 If ever you come over,and care to flag any train on 
my system, I' 11-I' 11 see you thru, 1: said Wilton. 11 
In " The Brushwood Boy 11 Kipling exploits dreams, 
mental telepathy,and the supernatural. There is someta±gg about 
the story as clean as the salt sea wind when the sky is clear ,sllmle-
t h ing wholesome and fascinating. It leaves you thoughtful and 
quizzical,because the experience of the Brushwood Boy and the 
Girl is such an idealized romance,a revelation of men and their 
minds that conjure such dreams. It is one of Kiplings few treat-
ments of the theme of love and here its is lifted out of the 
natural and ordinary channels to the unique. It is the kind of 
a tale you like to f inish when the :: day's work" is done,and dusk 
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merges the room into shadows and silhouettes so you may dream 
too as the Brushwood Boy did. 
"Stalky and Co."-Wherever Kipling is known these stories 
are as familiar as Mulvaney. The old school by the sea looms up 
as a sharp recollection of the time of boyhood when there were 
instructors to be circumvented and aped,scores to be settled, 
pranks to be played. Because Beetles is in some measure a portrait 
of Kipling himself,this volume has the autobiographical interest. 
It shows the weaknesses of the English schools and some of the 
tyranny of incompetent teachers. Yet any school system may never 
be free from such dang ers. Perhaps Kipling1being different and 
Ol'r\. 
andAindividualist in spite of the System exaggerates the caricature 
of King. After the school days were over they went away to 
India where t heir school experiences fitted them to play their . 
role in t h e empire. Stalky went ~0 the army,Beetles to the 
newspaper. The battles of the school ·· had been for the glory of 
Stalky and Co.Jbu~ the battles in India were for the glory of 
the empire. Stalky ceased t o be a boy and became a citizen. Thru 
many of the later stories the name of Stalky goes,the old friend 
never quite lost sight of • 
"Just EJo Stories"-They were written ror smaller ch ildren 
than the jungle books,are very short,and in simple language. Their 
titles are as original and intriguing as Lneir .::;o.i.Ltente. Some of 
them are ju.st anecdotes, others as the story of the alphebet are 
longer. They take those very whimsical subjects which interest 
and puzzle the child as 11 How the Elephant Got his Trunk~' Kipling 
shows his delight in pleasing children and his knowledge of 
them. One might even suspose they had been written to amuse his 
I 
own children and then were subsequently given to everyone s 
children to enjoy. 
"Traffics and Discoveries"- Every writer has his ineffectual 
interim when what he would model of hi,l!aY goes awry and people 
are bored. They had said after "The Day's Workn that he had 
written out and turned to machinery thereJstriving to find a new 
province. In this book Kipling both bore them out and defeated 
them. Since all human endeaTor goes in a succession ot crests 
and troughs,it is not surprising. Uniformity is an unattainable 
soal. Just as all our experiences ride from peak to peak so does 
great creative worktfollow the dictates of natural limitations. 
That could hardly pass for a criticism but rather proves more 
firmly Andrea del Sarto's words:-
11Ah, but a man's reach should exceed his gra c. p~: 
Or what's a heaven for. 11 
Tak en as a whole this is a stupid book. The greater number 
of tales carry no qualities sufficient to make them of universal 
interest or to redeem them from mediocrity. You feel a drab 
disinterestedness thru pages whose most distinguishing features 
a r e dull. Yet in t h is wilderness of material there is the one 
magnificent masterpiece that pardons all the rest by its inclusion. 
One of the greatest stories in t he English language,it only shines 
brighter in its .poor company. A moon thru a cloud~d night sky, 
a flashing diamond in a heap of glass stones,a superlative 
exspression of life in a conventionalised exploitation of old 
" " material; Th ey comes upon you with a startling fire,embodying 
some of Kipling's most subtle portraiture of ideas a nd people 
i n volving at timex a lmost a mysticism of Maeterlincke. It has a 
symbolic significance,an inner soul and consciousness that lives 
between the lines,an ineffable sense of sadness and longing 
that you feel but cannot name when you stand by the serene sea 
in the twilight and the waves gently wash at yourfeet. The first 
reading rewards you with almost no other sensation than that of 
r 
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inexspressible beauty,the beauty of a Madonna's face. All the 
sensitivity of woman,all the power of mother longing seems pent 
up in these f' ew pages. 11 They 11 r eleased by the virg in mother had 
come to her because sh e might know and unders tand them in her 
endless night. 
"Neither the harps nor the crowns amused,nor t h e cherubs' 
dove-winged races-
Holding hands forlornly the Children wandered benea th the 
Dome; 
Plucking the radiant robes of t h e passers by,and with pitiful 
faces 
Begging what Prince and Powers refused:-"Ah,please will you 
let us go home?' 
"Over the jewelled floor,n i e;h weepi ng ran to them Mary the 
Mother, 
Kneeled and caressed and made promise with kisaes,and drew 
them along to the gateway-
Yea,th e all-iron unbribable Door which Peter must guard and 
. none other. 
Straightway She took the ~eye from his keeping ,and opened and 
· freed them straightway. 
"So thru the Void the Childr en ran homewarcfmerrily hand in hand, 
Look ing neith er to left nor right where the breathless Heavens 
stood still; 
And the Guards of the Void resheath ed their awords,for they 
heard the Command. 
'Shall I that have suffered t h e children to come to me hold 
them against their will?'" 
"Th e Return of the Children 11 
He who rode across the Downs might hear and see them 
because he had that quality of soul which was attun ed to ~heir 
return. He understood about t h e colors,put beyond t hat he was 
in a mist,too. The real love for children wa s probably his per-
mission to enter that beautiful old home hidden away on a lost 
road. He went tha:be· because he was drawn by the power tha t had 
first enticed his car down t h e narrow road. 
At last in that fine old hall,as he sat before the 
fire by the screen he learned all of the secret,all the meaning 
of these bashful ch ildren,some so real and some so fanciful that 
they cast no shadow upon the po~s ed floor and yet they laughed \) 
from hidden corners with the sheer joy of childhood. The children 
had not come to him on t hat night altho he heard their &aughter 
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behind the screen. So while the greedy tenant talk ed hi s terms to 
his blind landlady,he sat still waiting for the children to gain 
confidence anough to come to him. The tenant was afraid because 
he was not of that flesh who can understand. 
11 I ceased to tap the leather-was,indeed,calculating 
t h e cost of the shed-when I felt my relaxed hand taken and turned 
softly between t h e soft hands of a child. So at last I had triumPh-
ed. In a moment I would turn and acquaint myself with those 
quick-footed wanderers. 
11 The little brushing kiss fell in the centre of my 
palm~as a gift on which the fingers were,once, expected to close~ 
as the all faithful,half-repraachful signal of a waiting child 
not used to neglect even when grown-ups were busiest-a fragment 
of the mute code devised very long ago. 
11 Then I knew. And it wa s as ~ tho . I had known from the 
first day when I looked across the lawn at the high window. 11 
So he sat there still and they talked a little more 
when t h e tenant had gone. But now he knew that this must be his 
last visit to strang e home,his last sight of that pathetic 
woman whom we may never quite know. So had she lived in the world 
of night that she had been given the inner sight far greater than 
actual sight,a sight so poignant,so penetrating that he with his 
understanding might not go so deep. Her last words were,"and 
d'you remember,I called you lucky-once-at fir*t· You who must 
never come here againl 11 The silence which follows is infinitely 
more sugg estive,more compelling than all the speeches of a host 
of wise men assembled in the evening of their time. "She left 
me to sit a little longer by the screen,and I heard the sound of 
her feet die out along the gallery al?ove." What the painting in 
the author's 
wh(.Hl 
mind was he;... 1'1rote we may never know nor could 
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Kipling explain. But we may each from his own experience,fr om his 
II II 
own life of thought and recreation,interpret They as we see and 
color life. Only a tremendous experience could create such a 
story,a profound sorrow that opens the hidden arches of the mind. 
It is in the gray mornings of life that an artist finds himself, 
realisea his true horizen,deepens his understanding. It is the 
kind of a story that seeps thru the senses as a haunting melody of 
ineffable beauty and strikes there its own responses and finds 
new harmonies to bl end in some delicate tracery. The more you 
read it,the greater charm it has. 
This is a revelation of another Kipling far from the 
roll of drums,the heave of~attleships decks,amd the furor of 
the bazar. There is every last vestige of smartness,precociousness, 
and sophistication swept away before a purifying flow of words 
that come from the soul of the man. This we may presume came from 
the tragedy of the death of his daughter while Kipling himself 
lay very sick. So this reaches into the realms and beyond of 
Kipling's greatest verse,to a vague altitude where the dross is 
sifted away in the cold sun-shot air. The simplicity of style 
and manner has left the created thought hung in gossamer draperies 
of prism1• mist where it finds its interpretation in the eyes 
of t h e visionary who must see with inner vision. \Yhen the tale is 
f inm&hed there is still a foward ,vista 
fire shall rise and leave the splendid 
when he who sat by the 
h..AI hall, whenl\who tells such 
I 
a story may sit to write again. This is the jewel of ''Traffics 
and Discoveries. 11 
"Puck of Pook's Hill 11 - 1Vhen you've climbed the long grade,when 
you've completed your apprenticeship and become a master workman, 
there is a culminating point in your c~rrer that stands first and 
t1 I " last for the best in ·: •· ~ :: y,au. Puck of Pook s Hill is the top 
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of the stairs over which Kipling ha s climbed to his position in 
the world of letters. In the mature style of "They" with the real-
ism of the "City of Dreadful Night.",this book is Kipling's best 
so far.It is written for children,such children as men are in 
the prime of life. It surpasses the Jungle Books not so much in 
the actual quality of the individual stories and t h e uniqueness 
of t h e conception,as in t he wonderful unity that binds them 
together lightly but firmly in ten small paintings;in t h e se-
lection of the significant where. we see a panorama of vital and 
constructive history recreated thru fancy and character to some-
thing vibrantly new. Kipling makes use of the two h eritag es of 
Briton and proves himself a loyal Englishman. Fairy lore,the 
, .. 
traditions of the little hairy folk,the 'little People of the 
Hills",Puck of "Midsummer Night's Dream", he interweaves with 
the history of England upon t h e mag ical loom of the "o·ak,Ash,and 
Th orn. 11 Thes e tales he turns over to the sly Pack and n ever ven-
tures to trespass. Kipling's sense of the newspaper present 
leads him to make them -; present day happenings~Hr. Hart says. Yet 
there is f ar more than that behind the ingenious framework. He 
desires to show his England in this day what their soil and their 
lore may tell. He brings characters out of a distant past and 
they move conscious of the modern world yet notfogniaant of all 
that goes on in it. There is the lingering charm of the fairy 
folk which EJ.ost of all creates Kipling's method of telling old 
stories in new manner. 
Some midsummer eve act It I II Midsummer Night s Dream over 
three times in the mi ddle of a ring under Pook's Hill and ,per-
haps to you the last of the Little Folk will appear and introduce 
you to some of those queer peopleJout of place,out of . time as 
dr eams are. That was what Dan and Una did on a Midsummer day, 
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and Puck with a blade of grass in his mouth appeared. He told them 
they had broken the spell of the Hills. He says,"Unluckjly the 
Hills are empty now,and all the people of the Hills are gone. 
I'm the only one left. I'm Puck,the oldest Old Thing in England, 
very much at your service if-if you care to have anything to do 
with me." Into the very natural scene of the children playing 
at tue foot, of the Hill,Puck comes wi th a gracious ease and a 
delightful! way about him. Kipling in this alone has accomplish ed 
a tecrmical achievement. It is hard to make the dream-like 
real 
Puck was old,he knew England,he had grown with it,he 
would pass with t h e last of the 11 0ld Things. 11 11 The People of 
the Hills have all left. I saw them come into Old England and I 
saw them go. Giants,trolls,kelpies,brownies, goblins,imps,wood, 
tree, mound,and water spiritsihea th people,hill-watchers,treasure 
guards, g ood people,little people,pishogues,leprecharms,night- r iders, 
pixies,nixies, gno mes and the rest - gone,all g one! I came into 
England with Oak,Ash,and Thorn,and when Oak,Ash,and Thorn are 
gone I shall go too." Then he cut a piece of turf and gave it 
to the children. de called it"seizin' 11 after the old term. He 
tolCls them that tho they own~Jfhe land t h ertas a lot more in it 
than they might suspect. There was the history of a g r eat 
enpire. 
Before the stones were r a ised at StonehengeJPuck had 
been there. He had known the Gods as they came and went. England 
was hostile to the Gods. They landed on that coast,saw their 
shrines and temples rise in pomp and splendor,then f all as 
Valhalla would fall at the 11 Dusk of the Gods~1 Then they became 
the 11 Little Folk of the Hills 11 ,then they passed away. But Puck 
had been satisfied to live without shrines and temples but 
simply in the hearts of the country folk so h e was there as long 
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as the Oak,Ash,and .L·horn. Such conceptions may do more for a 
nations history than all the scholarly editions of research in 
a library,because it has grasped with a delicate ease the essentials 
and wrought them into imperishable stuff which man is loath to 
lose; There is a suggestiveness about it,a panoramic sweep of 
historic time which stirs the reader and influences his thought 
where the scholar leaves him cold. In t he last analysis ,it is 
the books of truths that contain the contributions of inestimable 
value and not the bool{S of !acts. When you condemn this book as 
some critics do,you pronounce your own limitations. One critic 
says,"These stories at the best are but second hand work.~ 
Call Puck and his characters a mechanical invention,stupid and 
awkward,and you have in no measure altered their intrinsic value, 
the intangible something that strikes response in another. The 
power of vision is part of the mystery of life whose complete 
explanation will never be found this side of the stars. 
In the stories Puck and his friends tell,so much 
of Englazh life,English history,English strength is included in 
so little,yet it is all as clear as a mirrored sky of summer 
clouds in a deep,unruffler<. pool. Vveland came of that fallen race 
of Gods,and he worked by the roadside until the spell was re-
leased~ The last sword,he fashioned at the roadside forge won 
the treasure in "The Great Adventure". And the treasure,hld in 
the castle pit by the sea won the law. Yet farther back than 
the treasure and the sword before the days when Weland came to 
Briton,the Imperial easgles dominated the island as they did the 
whole ancient world. Among the most vivid stories are those on 
O.Y~ 
the old Roman wall where the outposts of the empireAheld with a 
handful of men against the fierce Picts and the 11 Winged Hats. 11 
Pertinax and Parnesius came to the wall as young 
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aenturians :t.n the prime of their vigor and strength • . Maximus 
was their emperor. Because he had confidence in these twQyouths, 
he put them in vritual charge of the wall for the General was 
old. Maximus wanted three years of peace on t h e wall to become 
emperor of Rome. He was going to ride the two mules and maybe 
three. He had in him the fibre that Caesars were mad e of,he 
gambled for his life. Maximus stands in his taci t urn way as a 
symbol of the breaking empire. He wa s ambitious and nothing but 
Rome would satisfy him. So the youths pleged t hemselves to their 
Ceasar. 
Maximus strove to rid e the three mules thinning 
the leg ions away until there wa s only a shell of a defense upon 
the wall. The two men fulfilled their promise.With a shadow of ~ 
armyJthey defended the great wall,and held it secure for three 
long years until on that last night of exhauetinn,the troops of 
the new emperor came. Maximus was beheaded. The "Wing ed Hatsu 
had brought the last letter as pDoof of the end of the old order. 
That letter rings out thru the pag es with a significance that is 
history. 
11 You gave me the time for which I asked. If I 
have failed to use it,do not lament. We have gambled very 
splendidly against the Gods,but t h ey hold weighted dice,and I 
must pay the forfeit. Remember,! have beenfbut Rome is;and Rome 
will bel" 
When the emissaries came they found the youths 
old and gray haired where Maximus had ~ they were boys. That 
was what three years upon the wall had been.The sight of that 
Roman wall would now be freighted with meaning,enriched with 
associations for any who had read of Pertinax and Parnesius. 
The Roman wall rears itself up from a passive ~and mark to a 
live reality scarred with glorious battles of its empire • . It 
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stands for another order of society and government,for another 
godhead long before the Teuton Thor hurled his hammer across the 
humid,rumbling summer sky. 
The book closes with the buying of the law from the 
impoverished King John· with the hidden treasure at Pevensy. So 
with a consummate skill the sword,the treasure,and the law link 
the book into an artistic unity. When we have finished,Puck does 
not bind the charm Wltl:tl:ih •.. the .. leaves of the Oak,Ash,and Thorn as 
t, 
he did Dan and Una,but we may continue to enjoy our richer 
possessions. There is a wondrous fascination in "Puck of Pook's 
Hill 11 ,the fascination of an eternal youth,the fascination of 
herois deeds and heroic men,the fascination of pulsing adventure. 
Caesar, Kings ,governors, soldiers, smugg_lers, usurers, simpl' men, and 
learned men;they all march by in a solemn grandeur. You are in 
. 
a hall such as Theseus built in t h e templ• of Mars or Venus,in 
the Chaucer tale,where stories are carved or painted upon the 
wall~ in enduring manner where ~e stroll and dream. Or we sail 
with Dan and Una down the shallow stream in their clumsy boat. 
We are with them "when t h ey reached the Otter Pool where the 
'Golden Hind' grounded comfortably on the shallow,and they lay 
beneath a roof of close green watching the wa ter trickle over 
t h e flo od -gat;e;e-:down :the mossy br.f c.k chute from the mill-strem 
to the broo~. A big trout-the children knew him well-rolled 
head and shoulders at some fly that sailed round the bend,while 
once in just so often the brook rose a fraction of an inch 
against all the wet pebbl es,and they watched the slow draw and 
II . 
shiver of a breath of air thru the tree-tops. Trt en the little 
voices of the slipping water began again. We live again as 
children and Sir Richard comes to us as he came to t h em. The 
Little Folk of the Hills can do anything for you if you will 
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let them. There is the simplicity that equals ~ . that of the 
white cirrus cloud in a blue sky,an impressiveness that rivals 
an emperor's train,a delicate beauty like the tracery of frost 
on the window,a subtle,indefinable presence like the shadow of 
a snow ·flake falling past an arc light's glow some winter night. 
11 Rewards and Fairies".: This is more of Puck and 
his friends but s.ome of the · excellencies of the first book have 
slipped away. Th e stories at times grow long,a little dull. There 
is not t h e unity ;they straggle and wander afield lacking the 
intensified and concentrated attention. The technique is not so 
complete or commendable. 
The book·opens with another story of the Gods and 
the Little Folk of the Hills. The fairies wanted to raise a man 
who had never felt the touch of ·'cold iron~· · Puck says, 11 Folk in 
housen,as the People of the Hills call them,must be ruled by 
Cold Iron. Folk in housen are born on the near side of Cold Iron-
there's iron in every man's house,isn't there? They handle 
Cold Iron every day of their lives,and their fortune's made or 
spoilt by Cold Iron in some shape or other. That's how it goes 
with Flesh and Blood,and one can't prevent it. 11 Th ey found a 
deserted baby and they raised him far from the touch of cold 
iron and trained him in the magic lore of the fairies. But Thor 
had made a slave-ring of Cold Iron and hurled it far across the 
fields. Then there came a time when Puck who knew it was in-
eviatable 1'ollowed t,lle uoy. 11 0ne hot night I saw the Boy roving 
about here wrapped in his flaming discontents. There was flash 
on flash against the clouds,and rush on rush of shadows down the 
valley till the shaws were full of hounds giving tongue,and the 
woodways were packed with his knights in armour riding down 
into the water-mists-all his ·own magic,of course. behind them you 
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could see great castles lifting slow and splendid on arches of 
moonshine,with maidens waving _their hands at the windows,which 
all turned into roaring rivers;and then would come the darkness 
of his own young heart wiping out the whole slateful." Th en, 11 m 
ran at their stirrups but it was too late. We felt that the Boy 
had touched Cold Iron somewhere in t h e dark,for the Horses of 
the Hill shied off,and whipped ro~nd,snorting. 11 He had found the 
slave-ring and he snapped it to his neck for he was a mortal 
raised by the fairies and he went back to hAs kind with the touch 
of Cold Iron. The fantastic description of his magic is fairy 
land itself. 
"The Knife and the Naked Chalk" is the tale of the 
man who became not of the fairies but of the Gods t h emselves. 
He asked this question:-iiOld One,wky is it that ra. en desir•e so 
g r eatly,and can do so little?" And that he endeavored to answer. 
Just as the "Vlhi te Seal" was not satisfied with the slaughter of 
his kind and went forth to search for the shore inaccessible to 
man,so this primitive man set out to save his people from the 
beasts. For his eye they gave him the knife to kill beasts 
with. Hi s people made him a @od. Tha t is hO'<'l. the progress of man 
is made by those who are Gods not literally but in the dynamic, 
figurative sense. 
11 Marlake Witches" and "The Wrong Thing" are the 
other two stories which rise above their companions a whole 
head and -s houlders. In the colonial tales of smuggling and 
privateers, where even Napoleon and Washington'· enj;e11,: there is 
not quite the illusion of rllaximus and his centurians, of De 
Aquila and Sir Richard. A critic in the London Times said of 
these books, 11 ~Vl"len he first began '1e was a determined realist 
a nd,tho,he dreamed sometimes with his eyes open,there is nothing 
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to show he would ever write a book so full of white magic as 
this. 11 After all this is history but such history as falling 
stars write upon the night sky when th~sear and pass, and we must 
interpret that dark canopy of clear night with an understanding 
of all those pencil streaks of light that have burned but an 
instant,for they are writing and t h e starlit sky the scroll. 
11 Actions and Reactions 11 -Between t h e editions of Puck there 
appea red this cleverly named volume as di verse •:;as any Kipling 
has written. Linking up the sweep and breadth of his pen,he 
shows his versatility more comletely and emphatically here &han 
in any other equally as short space. To his actions he truly has 
added reactions. They belong to that class of stories in which 
there is numbered "The Day's Work 11 ~'A Diversity of Creatures"etc. 
"An Habitation Enforced" has t b. e magnetism of English soil in it 
and r ecounts the drawing of the American millionaire and his 
wife to an English estate which she finds belonged to her ancesto~s. 
So t h ey settle down in an England as dear as their America. 
"Garm-a Hostage'' and "The Mother Hive" are both in difficult 
realms of fiction and treate~ astonishingly well. The pathos of 
the first,a story of a dog, strikes home thru the reserve of Kip-
ling as the pathos of 11 Wi thout Benefit of Clergy 11 did. So in 
I" • Y\1 <? -r 
the s t ory of the blighted bee hive,Kipling uses his matureAwith 
a deliberate and calculated f9resight. These two go further to 
. · . :. '·- -· l '!. '.:.. t 
prove that Kipling knows something about everything •• 
~With the Night Mail 11 is a fantasy forecasted in such 
a Btory as 11Wireless" only relieved of the awkward technique of 
that bit. The scientific and mechanical progress of man,which 
Kipling has exploited so much takes a shot thru the clouds. ne 
dreams of a world at peace,united and unified traveling thru the 
air as we travel over the road. There is an exuberant optimism in 
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such a flight of speculation,an appreciation of the possibilities 
of man's limitless advance,uif you can keep your head,when all 
about you are losing theirs and blaming it on you. 11 
There is an empire story,another farce lacking the 
spontaneity of 11 An Error in the Fourth Dimension",and a humorous 
diversion upon the Syst~m and its long,ludicroue arm in Asia. So 
almost every province of Kipling is traversed with as deft a touch 
as he has shown anywhere outside of h is children's books. 
11 A Diversity of Creaturesn-This is a companion volume you 
might say to the other. The fourteen stories were written between 
1911 and 1915. They cover in the same manner,the usual range of 
Kipling subjects There is a little decline in selection of 
material but none in treatment. Th e stories are not eo long as 
the earlier miscellaneous collections and in their constructed 
directness remind you somewhat of the earlier style without its 
exuberances,self-assurance,and youthfulness. 
11 AS Easy as A.B. C. 11 is a twin to the 11 Night r.Tail. It 
It follows up more minutely the universal peace and unification 
idea. Chicago has rebeled against the all-governing board and 
tha t body retaliates very effectively with their electric devices. 
t"t> This isAjoy of 11 .007 11 ,the joy in machines and inventions whether 
they be exactly accurate or not so long as they carry the illusion. 
The bubbling humor again breaks out in !l The Village 
that Voted the Earth was Flat 11 ,and the ilVortexu. The latter stands 
next to 11 The Error in the Fourth Dimension" for pure fun. The 
imperialist with the one Idea who can speak of nothing else is 
certainly an ironic poking fun at himself. The confirms · the 
almost total absence of the Idea for its own · sake in the Kipling 
stories. rle has exp~oited the System,but only in the way he 
expounded the cross-section of a ship 's engine. He does not 
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extol the system. If he is an imperialist,he is laughing at him-
self and he is a very sane one. 
urn Swept and Garnished" there are reminiscences of 
11 They 11 ,children who speak and argue this time,but who are 
crea tions of a fevered mind. There is the background of the war, 
and the children waiting as they s ay for their folks_, · .: .:: · ' .. · who 
were all lost in the merciless destruction of the Allied towns1 to come 
Th ere is none of the charm, the music, or beauty of 11 ~hey~1 11 Mary 
Postgate 11 is a war story laid in England;a cruel story with a 
horrible realism pervading it like a shudder against the back-
ground of the stoical,repressed Anglo-Saxon spinBter. There is a 
11 Stalky 11 storyJas tho after the years Beetles had again met· his 
boyhood chum and there were yarns to be spun and reminiscences 
to be smoked over. Yet .uipling has not continued to grow. His 
scope broadened so far and no further. No matter what the phenomena 
is,the new idea,he has slipped away from the best style of his 
prime, the arc has curved back again • . With 'iThey11 and "Puck 1·or 
Pook's Hill 11 ,Kipling ceased to develop :. He may have new worlds to 
conquer,but old limitations hedge him in ever closer. 
11 Land and Sea Talea for Boys and Girls 11 -There is little 
here to define this book as especially f~boys and girl s . Kipling ha s 
dropped away again not i n techniqu~ but in selection of material 
and treatment. "The Victoria Cross 11 is not a story at all but a 




,the manner it deserves to be treated. You almost dteal he 
is not big enough for his suject,something you experience nowhere 
else. Why Kipling prefaced each story with a declaration of its 
foundation upon fact must remain a myster~but looks for all the 
world like an author's apology. When an author begins to apologise, 
he is cloth ing some weakness under a thin dis guise. Rather these 
stories should be so told that we would not doubt they were found-
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ed on fact. When the author of the play comes on the stage and 
says that his plot is taken from life-facts,you immediately be-
g in to search for the trouble. Boys and Girls will not be more 
impressed with those prefaces than their elders. 
There is a boy scout story included, 11 His Gift 11 ,which 
,.., 
is as int eresting as any. The old Indian characters do not escape 
t h eir usual attention. Strickland r eturns,another of the old 
friends w::1om we have known now for long. The first Stalky story 
has found its way here t~and is refreshing because of its more 
exuberant joy.Other than that the book has no more than passing 
interest. 
To date there have been no more Kipling ~ooks of 
short stories but h.e is still but sixty. Altho his power seems 
to be on the wane,no conclusive judg ement could be passed. lvlany 
times critics have said that he was written out but he has always 
come back. He might possibly vvri te another "They'' or another 
11 Puck.~ Yet his years of greatest productivity have certainly 
passed. He stands today in spite of .all his limitations,his 
faults, and his short-comings,as one of the greatest forces in the 
short story world. He has had a wide and flattering influence 
upon his contemporaries. He has excited fever-hea ted admiration, 
he has prompted whole-heart ed emulation,he has evoked true and 
worthy commandation,as well a s the bitterest and most destructive 
criticism. He is a creative fo;ce enriching the world's stomlf~ 
value,enriching the written parchments of mankind,enriching the 
heritag e of those to come. Out of India he rose a brilliantstar 
heralde~ to all the earth. He has dimmed somewhat in the con-
temporary galaxy. He has not advertised himself,he has remain ed 
beh ind the scenes;his later books have aroused no stir yet the 
name of Kipling is still a household word in millions of h omes. 
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PART i 
THE TECHNICAL ART OF KIPLING 
Th e Bricklayer:-
A year ago,come the middle o'March, 
We was building flats near the Marble Arch 
When a thin young man with coal-ula0k hair 
Came up to watch us working there. 
Now there wasn't a trick in brick or stone 
That this youn~ man hadn't s een or known; 
Nor there v1asn t a tool from trowel to maul 
But t his young man could use 'em all! · 
Th e young man kindly ans wered them: 
'It might be Lot or Methusalem, 
Or it might be Moses(a man I hate) 
Whereas it is Pharaoh surnamed the Great. 
'Your glazing is new and your plumbing's strang e, 
But otherwise I perceive no chang e, 
And in les s t han a month if you do as I bid 
I'd learn you to build me a Pyramid!' 
Th e Sailer:-
In Blackwall Basin yesterday 
A Ch ina barque re-fitting lay; 
When a fat old man with snow-white hair 
Came up to watch us wor king there. 
Now there wasn't a knot which the rigger knew 
But the old man made it-and better too; 
Nor there wasn't a sheet,or a lift,or a brace, 
But the old man knew its lead and place. 
The old man kindly answered them: 
I It might be Japhet,it might be Shem 
Or it might be Ham(tho his s k in was dark) 
V1fuereas it is Noah,commanding the Ark. 
'!Mur wheel is new and your pumps are strange, 
But otherwise I perceive no chang e, 
And in less t han a week,if she did not ground, 
I'd sail this hooker the wide world round!' 
We tell these tales,which are strictest true, 
Just by way of convincing you 
How very little,since things was made, 
'l'hings have altered in the building trade . 
11 A Truthful Song 11 
The writer who climbs above the va lley fogs j_ 2 no · exact 
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photographer of li~e but an interpreter. He sits by the wayside 
and studies the passing crowd;he rests on the mountain slope and 
watches the panorama of the clouds drift by;he reads the diverse 
moods of a transient nature,he listens to the song of the tide and 
wind. He is the interpreter of what he beholds. Thru his peculiar 
personality all this material passes from chaotic disorder to 
coherence. Only in as much as he has and trains his faculties, 
may he produce great art. 
of 
Literature of powwr is that capableAproducing great 
reactions;a source of inspiration and solace which never loses 
its verdure or its freshness. Literature of power comes only from 
a personality of power. Power is vision,discrimination,penetrative 
perspicacity,and a healthy optimism. Under power the other 
auxiliaries of art,as Ruskin has named them, cling. Vision 1a ~ that 
very intangible,indefinable force which carries the artist above 
the heads of his fellowmen. It is really the vision which gives 
the power as a largess of its bounty. To power must be added truth~ 
beauty,symmetry,and harmony to make the work of the artist en-
during. The gift of vision carries them with it,rough-hewnJto be 
mo~ded,polishedJand grained in the rigid apprenticeship. Ruskin 
has called great art the work of the hand,the mind,and the heart 
of man. It is the third which contributes the power. All these 
fundamental constituents of great art must be first understood and 
then developed. The man with the vision does just that. ne has 
patience and the persistency to see his work thru. So behind the 
Shak espeare plays there ·is a colossal mind,a dominant personality 
of power,or ~f you will,a dynamic personality capable of infinite 
charges and increasing effort. 
To achieve these high ideals of his art,the apprentice 
must learn the use of the tools of his trade,the accessories to 
the realisation of his art. Here his competence proves itself. 
' • 
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Yet vrithout the heart,the hand and mind of man may perfect every 
detail of technique to no a vail . T~chnique can be taught to any 
one but the vision cannot be sold at the market place. So these 
w4U.c.h 
great principles of art,.Ruskin lays down depend first of all 
upon native endowment and then,upon the training of that en-
dowment. To~often the technic ians f orget that the great artist 
s ta.nds f re e of all encumberances. His technique is subordinated, 
taken for granted. So today too much emphasis is placed upon the 
form and outward garment. As Andea del Sarto says in Browning's 
magnificent poem:-
11
'l1hat c:.rm is wrongly put-and there again-
A fault to pardon in the drawing lines, 
Its body,so to apeak:its soul is right. 
He means right-that,a child may understand • 
Still,what an a rm! and I could alter it; 
But all the play,the insight and the stretch-
Out of me,out of mel Andwherefore out? 
Had you enjoined them on me,given me soul, 
We might have risen to Rafael,I and you!" 
Andrea del Sarto was the faultl ess painter. So among the arts 
the short story stands firm and undoubted. The ideal of the 
short story .,u; a magnificently carven cameo of life presenting 
in its compact form some truth,some cross-section of life. There 
should. be no diversion,no rambling,but a concentration of 
character,setting,incident,and effect upon a complete unity. 
Kipling has thru h i s growth developed a very cl ear 
and distinctive style. He has certainly been at his best when he 
ha s observed the laws of his art. Kipling is no intellectual 
giant lik e a Carlyle or a Browning, but he is a genius S::e."Oding his 
appeal to t he ordinary person beyond whose depth he seldom wades. 
That explains his universal popularity. So,in his stories~you 
look for no solution to intricate mora l problems,no profound 
contributions to modern t hought or philosophy,but a straight 
:toward interpretation of life as he has seen and lived it. .de 
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does not aim for photographic accuracy but presents what Clayton 
Hamliton calls the truth. He says, 11Mr. Kipling's fable of 'How 
t he f ·l•phant Got His Trunk' . is just as true. as his reports of 
Mrs. Hauksbee. His theory may not conform with the actual 
z0ological science;but at any rate it represents a truth which is 
perhaps more important for those who have become again lik e 
little children~ The short story writer,as Mr. Hamliton further 
says,is not called upon to sustain a set of characters,motives, 
and settings but may concentrate with intensity upon a narrow 
focus. 
Kipling does not show any evidences of having set out 
with any study of technique behind him,but told h is story as 
briefly as possible in an orderly way. His first stories must 
I 
fit . into odd . spaces of the newspaper so brevity was enforced. 
Also he was one of those like Scott and Stevenson who are born 
.r-/ 
story tellers. Their difficulties are at a minimun beside the 
present day professional writer who has only the technique and 
nothing to hang in it. From his experience he built up a real 
technique which culminates in 11 They. 11 
In the Indian period,the situat i ons and plots were 
taken from the immediate environment. He seldom treats of pure 
love unless it be with a native woman. J.1.e 11 pl&ys tennis with 
the seventh commandment, 11he trea ts marital complications with a 
certain cynicism and sophistication. Indeed all these early 
stories are cut t hru with satire~characteristic,perhaps,of the 
young man especially if he has been the victim of repressive 
systems where he has seen and studied the fraility of his elders. 
The Indian stories resolve themselves into the native tales,the 
soldier tales,the regimental barracks tales,the native and Anglo-
Indiarw_tales,the supernatural tales,and the childrens tales. He 
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writes of the System,that great machine which commands the lives 
of British soldiers and demands order of the natives. It is a 
Stt.r't• ~· 
massive,clumey,_indomitable,but supremeA As he so comically says; 
behind the System stands the Queen,behind her God,and if .that is 
not so the system is found upon a falsity"which is manifestly 
impossible." So the System dominates every phase of Indian life. 
It snaps its lash in ii on the City Wall 11 , it rebukes Holden in 
11 \'lithout Benefit of Clergy",it holds Hummil in "At the End of the 
Passage.'.' Sometimes Kipling shows the inanity, the ine;ompetency 
of the system;sometimes its power,and its advantages. 
His plots range f rom a native's revenge in "Dray 
Wara Jou Dee";the impotence of the missionary in &i Lispeth";the 
life of the soldier in the Mulvaney series;the life of the 
barrack s in the Mrs. Hauksbee and the Gadsbys tales;th e supersti-
tion and supernatural expositions in the "Phantom 'Rickshaw" or 
"The Return of I mrai'; the reaction of Englishmen to India as 
"At the End of the Passage","Thrown Away",or that preposterous 
story of "The Man Who Would Be King" ;and the truly remarkable 
children stories as ''Wee Willie Winkle"or ''The Drums of the Fore 
'i I and Aft. This is Kipling s India;not ,perhaps,an actual India 
but t h e India created of an individuality. 
For h is characters he choses the type and never 
the individual. These types he formalises until they stand not 
as the exceptional of that type,but the ordinary about whom 
Kipling has found sufficient of interest to idealise him. As 
Clayton Hamliton says;"Th e recurrent characters of Mr. Kipling's 
early tales such as Mrs. Hauksbee,Strickland,Mulvaney,Otheris, 
and Learoyd are static figures. Altho they do different t h ings in 
different stories,their characters remain always the s ame." All 
thru his tales these characters go typified and pepeated in many 
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another character of different name or setting. He has only about 
so many limited types he is capable of using. His natives have 
that peculiar charm of oriental mystery;they are sufficiently 
vague to be convinving. The native women Jas Lispeth or AmeeraJare 
almost cn ildlike in their simplicity, yet t.ui::l.~.~ lo l.Juc.i..:i.- strength. 
His children,altho not so truly children as Barries's creations, 
do feel and think from the child's point of view. 
The technique of these early stories is,as Mr. Hart 
wrltes,realistic,romantic,and intense. Perhaps concentrated 
would be a better word than intense. Kipling is almost always 
in his stories himself whether he tells them in the first person 
or not. To make t heir reality secur e,he steps in at the un-
e~pected points and vouches for the honesty of his art. He makes 
his presence a sort of criterion of his story,insisting upon it 
to presume a story at all. His 11 but that is another story" becomes 
a din in our ears,an affectation,a smartness tha t is crude. ffis 
extreme wortldl.ly wisdom is omniscent,what Lang calls 11 the too 
obvious hitting of the nail on t he h ea d. 11 Some of the stories 
open with the inartistic device of presenting the theme as a moral 
and commenting upon it. Similarly some of them close with a 
moral or an observation. ffin general the opening line is journalistic 
in character, sometimes a sophism a s in 11 The Man W'no Vla s." Subtlety 
is seldom employed,rather he is obnox iously obvious. 
Always r1e avoids true sentiment,the sustaining of 
tl high emotion or fine languageJ and even in \'Vi thout Benefit of 
Clergy" lowers the level of his tone where it needs most to be 
sustained. This is a journalistic mannerism which becomes a 
fault when he injures the unity of impression. Also Kipling 
persists in introducing matters not necessary to the progress of 
bha pto~ye,extraneous material that increases the realness of the 
world about and makes - obvious the ow1iscence of the System. 
, 
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In "on the City Wall" he introduces the whole circle of p eople 
about Lalun who really have very little to do with the actual 
story. In all the Indian tales there is no attempt made to 
choose the appropriate word,or phrase but he uses whatever 
hackeneyed bit slips in first. 
Mr. Hart classifies t h e stories into enlargeA 
anecdotes,true short stories,and compressed long stories . -~Y 
perusal of 11 Plain Tales from the Hills" or "Lifets Handicap11 will 
vindicate that statement. Too often he stumbl es ,over himself. ne 
strives to enlarge his social group and destroys his narrative. 
There are introductions as in II Thrown Away" or the 11 Courting of 
Dinah Shadd~ The technique lacks polish,the smoothness of 
J. 
rna turi ty1 and sma.C.ks of the newspaper office and the journalists 
jargon. 
Seldom is a deep,emotional note struck. The satirist 
has encased himself in a thick .. armor and has too often permitted 
the su~erficial and obvious to pass for the real observation,the 
real feeling of human experience. He does not scratch below the 
surface,but is content to glide over it. 
In "Baa,Baa,Blacl{ Sheep" and 11 Without Benefit of 
Clergy" he does touch the string of tragedy,of pathos,of gray 
sadness. And that has lifted them above all the other Indian talffi 
into something akin to immortality. Following his personalistic 
omniscence to every nook,he stands sympathetic always with the 
unfortunate charadter,a shadow in the background making his 
own comment on the wall as he writes. Yet these stories show a 
profound comprehension of human kind for one so young and are a 
reward for his intuitive observation. They mark the peak of hi s 
early work. 
The accusation that Kipling copied Bret Harte 
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may be true to a certain extent. Bret Harte exploited the West 
and its typical characters just -as Kipling exploited India. But 
Kipling has such a distinct and assertive individualism that he 
copies,in the strict sense, no one man,but produces from the 
fir s t his ovm peculiar style. Similarly his supernatural stories, 
some of which show the best and most consistent technique,have been 
compared t o Poe. Yet they too are but an exspres s ion of a com-
posite personality. The~re especially fitting Indian tales;they 
touch the prevalence of superstition and magic. 11 The Strange 
Ride of Morrowbie Jukes 11 is a masterly story moving from incident 
to incident to the climax. But the $-hast of the 1;Phantom 1Rickshaw 11 
malces the grievous mistake of talking too much, something Poe wouJd 
never have done. 11 The 'Return of Imray" is mechanical ..... ' The 
"Strange Ride 11 fits more eerily into the mysterious. It suffers 
from none of the dull encumberances either. These may be after 
the fashion of Poe but they are Kipling and hardly show -an imitation 
worthy of mention. 
11 At the End of the Passage" is the best study of the 
deterioration of the Ene;lishman in India. The settine;,the characters, 
the steady culminative motion of the incidents,the fierce power 
of the denouement connoting much more than it exspresses,are some 
of t h e finer points. 
Without any question 11 \Vi thout Benefit of Clergy" is the 
greatest Indian tale. Its simplicity,its sincerity,its universality, 
its beautiful treatment outweigh the defects of technique and 
even the dropping of the tone. It is an example of a story felt 
so surely by the author he minimizes his limitations until they 
cease to be defects. Similarly with "Baa,Baa,Black Sheep 11 Which 
gains its position from the poignancy of the feeling, the . soundnefE 
of the home psychology,the sympathy of protrayal,and the simple 
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naturalness which l eaves its ineffable imprint. It should be a 
great short story altho it does not seem to be recognized as 
such. "Wee Willie Winkle" has not the pathos;"Drums of the Fore 
II 11 
and Aft loses incredibly by poor .manipulation, His Majesty the 
l• 
King 11 has the depth but not the strength. There is in Black Sheep" 
a definitness,a comprehension born of personal experience,a 
compelling presentation that does touch the heart of the reader. 
Able to pen a description of a tropical luxuriance 
and exotic appeal,he has not the gift of presenting a character 
in a sentence or two so that we may see them live before our 
eyes in their physical appearance as does a Conrad with his "Lord 
Jim." I have no distinct picture of Mulvaney,Mrs. Hauksbe e ,or 
Strickland. Jsut as they never imerge from their type,so their 
person seldom emerges f .rom the shadowland of any such man. The 
faults of technique are not comparable to the limitations this : 
deficiency of characterisation have set upon Kipling. Apparently 
cognizant of this fact,he has never attempted more than t h e type 
creation,and in that very saneness ha s proved his genius. 
Indian cities,Indian landscapes are vividly my possessionJbut not 
a half a dozen actors there can I visualise as flesh and blood 
personalities. This only leads to that platitude so often 
a pplied to Kipling that '' the story is the thing." That is the 
main spring of his art. There is ingenuity,spontaniety,and in-
finite variety in the plots. Therein lies Kipling's ken. 
Of the early period Andrew Lang writes in "Essays 
in Little","At l ast there comes an Englishman with eyes,with a 
pen extraordinarily deft,an observation marvelously rapid and 
keen,and,by good luck,this Englishman has no official duties:he tiB 
neither a soldier,nor a judge;he is merely a man of letters----Tbe 
bo 0lcs have the strangemess, the color, the variety, the perfume 
of the East." That is precisely what pervades the Indian tales 
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" what lends them their particular magic,what makes · Black and 
White 11 ,perhaps,the most interesting and am~ng of the ''Rupee 
Books 11 of the young r eporter. 
Gilbert Chesterton in his Chapter on Kipl ing in 
11 Heretics ~ goes deeper than Mr. Lang or any of the other critics 
. II 
to explain the magic of Kipling. · The sense that everything is 
poetica l is a thing solid and absolute;it is not a mere matter 
of phraseology or persuasion.-----Now the first and fairest thing 
to say about Rudyard Kipling is that he has borne a brilliant 
part in thus recovering t he lost provinces of poetry---Above all 
he has had sormethimg; t<:1. ·:_'sa;Y. ta' .defin ite view of things to t h e 
letter,and that always means that a man is f earless and face s ,. 
everything. 11 Further on he says, 11 Ki pling is a militant but it 
is not courage which attracts him but discipline. This is his 
primary theme.--- - --The real poetr y,the 'true romance' of the 
division of labor and the discipline of all trades. He sings t h e 
arts of peace much more accurately t han the arts of war. - - --Every-
thing is milita ry in the sense t ha t everything depends upon 
obedience. 11 That is . ·.:.ae System of which I have written a lready. 
"Kipling is b~ nature a cosmopolitan. Any empire would do him as 
well as the British. He lacks patriotism. Kipling knows England 
a s an Englishman knows Venice. Kipling is such a globe-trotter he 
has no patience to become part of anything. 11 Ch esterton has h is 
joke but the very fact of Kipling's globe-trotting has influenced, 
colored,and enervated his type of story. Kipling is,in every sense, 
an Englishman of the world. 
In spite of Barrie's charge that Kipling began his 
career upon thin ice,there is nothing in all t h e k en of Kipling 
which does not evidence a basic soundmess of h is moral cold e. 
His frequent sermons and texts prove h is Anglo-Saxon g enesis. 
r 
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He knows the bible. Everywhere that knowledge creeps in as in the 
11 M.ark of the Beast. 11 Kipling says that the profession of Lalun 
on 11 '!:he City Wall 11 is the oldest in the world and that is more 
than a smart sophism. Say what you will or please of Kipling's 
early attitude,of his imperfect and erring characters,he holds 
his art far above the gutters of the world;he never trespasses 
good taste altho he does good judgement;he is never indecent;he 
is never studiously suggestive;he never provokes a shiver of 
revulsion. All his so-called skimming on thin ice is but an 
outward form of his realistic and journalistic tendencies. tie 
came upon a Victorian world of prudery which sometimes condernned 
his frankness. True he does not lift his characters or his theme 
to any sublime heights but he does treat them in a healthy,clean 
way. The winds of India may be scorching but they do not defile 
the steaming room thru which they blow;the rivers of India may 
be ungovernable,temperamental,grossly destructive,but their 
muddy waters have enriched the soil year after year thru the 
centuries. Kipling deserves a warm praise in his early days and 
in ours for his splendid treatment of the unconventional and 
seamy patches. As he has grown in his art he has cast off~ven 
this tendencj and turned more and mor e to ·the accepted conventions 
and a treating of the moral code with a g~eater subtlety. He has 
become a little reactionary as all men do when they grow older. He 
has no reason to be ashamed of a single line he ever wrote. 
Barrie's criticism appeared a little hasty and unkind but was 
made of course when Victorianism was still a cult1 and the reaction 
had not accomplished the full swing of the pendulum yet. 
Just as Kipling believed in the System so did he 
believe in a stab~e and permanent moral order. His code is one 
of discipline,now1 as it was in his early stories. Be it 11 .007
11 mr 
"The Three Musketeers" he stands for obedience to the System. He 
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is no preacher,or moral reformer,but a teller of truths. He believes 
in a sensible,universal religion. Because he is a man of the world, 
he has the breadth and understanding of his contacts. He writes of 
no dogma or creed but the System and that is ineviatable. 'I'here 
is no repudiation of a g :::- eater system in his early stories. There 
~. 
is a sense of fate which the east ene.;enders far more naturally, 
which has exercised its influence thr u all the eras of every 
relig ion. It is no r epudiation of God but rather a confmrma tion 
of an omnipotent power. Always you feel thru t h e Kipling stories 
t he ubiguity.- o.f God, an universal GodJ stripped of dogma , inconsis-
tencies and damnable lies. Ultimately in its idealised form,the 
System is probably Kipling's religion. 
The real attraction of the Indian stories after all 
is India,Kipling's India. Thru our heads like a wonderful sym-
phony there flows such a passage:-
110ver our heads burned the wonderful Indian stars, 
which are not all pricked in one plane,but,preserving an orderly 
perspective,draw the eye thru the velvet darkness of the void up 
to the barred doors of heaven itself. The earth was a gray 
shadow more unreal than the sky. We could hear he~ br eathing 
lightly in the pauses between t h e howing of the jackals,the 
movement of the wind: in the tamarisks,a.nd the fitful mutter 
of musketry-five leagues away to the left. A native woman from 
some unseen hut began to s i ng,the mail-train thundered past on 
its way to Delhi,and a roosting crow cawed drowsily. Then there 
was a belt-loosening , silence about the fires,and an even b~eath-
ing of the crowded earth took up the sto»y.li 
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Kipling discovered England f or himself,and because he 
ca~e out of a far country,he was more competent to understand 
what he saw. His second period was his English period but in no 
narrow or insular sense. He traveled across the world,he roamed 
the h i gh seas. He drew his material from wherever he went. There 
are t wo or three American stDDies,there are several contrasting 
the American and the Englishman as "My Sunday at Home". Th ere 
are stories of South Africa,of Asia,many of England and the 
English navy. Always the greater number settle about t h e System. 
He continues to sing the glorious song of steam,swift shuttling 
machinery,and inarticulate brute power. His home is the English 
world. He 11 ~:Uscovers the special charm of England, of the English 
landscape,with its ordered beauty,its sense of rest,of finality, 
its emotional associations. 11 While his main concern is still 
with t h e present,he does in certain stories unite it with t he pa•t • 
. 
11 He still sees Society as a System; inf t t h e lower animals must 
perform their functions just as locomotives of a railway or 
parts of a ship work together for a common end. 11 Still,nowhere, 
does he write of love more than in the first period. The real 
love story is outside of the System. He has so conceived the 
imperfections of the race of man,he has so saturated himself 
with an uncompromising rigor and sterness,that the sentiments and 
emotions cannot atta in an intensity only infrequently and then 
never on the love of man for woman. Only in the !I Brushwood Boy 11 
does he approach love,and t h en it is an idealised love centered 
about the dream union of two souls. There is never the passion 
of g r eat souls in his work,never the thrill of powerful emotions. 
He has suppressed the sentimental beyond the flow of his pen. He 
is no Barrie. From a story of bees to the two tales of the future 
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society and travel i s a long span butAeach and every one, Kipling 
adapts his subject to his style. 
In the structure of his stories he has achieved 
maturity. He has relentlessly discarded his early mannerisms,his 
morals,and his texts. He has settled into a leisurely mann er of 
telling a story,he has perfected h is technique into!masterly st~. 
He has excluded himself more and mor e f r om the foreground;he has 
long since ceased to step in at odd points of t h e story and ~ive 
his personalistic realism. His art at its best needs no ex-
planatmons or excuses;it stands alone carvern of trial and endless 
practice. His characters talk mor e and more for themselves. They 
tell their own stori e s as in the 11 Captive 11 or Mulvaney • He here 
has increased the use of a method he had found successful in his 
earlier · attempts. rle has grown in penetrative skill of suggestion, 
he has ceased to be obvious,he demands of the reader more t hought, 
more intellectuality. The overgrown anecdote has been lopped off, 
but the condensed long story @as grown more abundant.There is a 
desire to spread a little material over a large plot,to construct 
a te~thousand word story where the material calls for i'our,to 
permit characters to talk long after they have anything to say. 
With the out-growing of the youthful exuberance,certain faults, 
less obvious,then,have grown. He n ow expends the energy of h is 
genius upon the detail and not on the superstructure or the frame-
work. He seems incapable of obtaining a panoramic view of most 
of his stories but hopes by the very polish of the incident to 
make the whole a work of art. He conceives of his material 
fir s t in a certain minuteness ;he works :rrom t h e inside out. 
For excellence of construction and effect, 11 They 11 1a 
matchless. It is one of the greatest short stories in any 
languag e. The faults of his technique become virtues or are 
washed away by t h e very !"low of rhythmica l prose. 'l'ne conception 
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has allured him,the theme has lifted him to the crest;it has 
crashed thru his barrier of reserve;it has indulged poetic sen-
timents,has aroused emotions. It is only in such an idealised 
form Kipling feels t h e freedom to write of the finer emotions. 
Th is is told in the first person but t hat is part of its charm. 
Thru it all the detail of landscape and house is carefully and 
consciously enhanced. liere there is the work of a consummate 
technician. He has not once permitted one rib of the structure 
to appear unclothed. Th ere is no introduction of extraneous 
0 
material,no long unecessary passges, but an oiled smo~hness of 
progression from incident to incident until the story is told. 
There is a marvelous naturalness about it,a smothering of ~~lf~b 
consciousness. Many of the great stori es have sacrificed some 
of the soul of .the story to a perfection of form but here the 
perfection is entirely subordinated and does not become evident 
until you examine it . Today the 11 faultless painter 11 is often 
the ideal butlrhey vindicates the master hand and hurls technique 
I 
with one deft motion into its proper place. Kipling s mechani~ms 
are seldom obvious and here not a t all. A story lik e t h is is 
only written once in many years. It deserves to live as long a s 
the English language is read,for it has clothed about its 
indefinable, delicate tracery,the white mists of immortality, 
the charm of the woodland glenJor a fair sea-flow when the 
wind is west and the summer clouds heeling white as foam. 
Ripling's work lacks uniformity. The crest of ex-
cellence of such stories as 11 A Habitation Enforced 11 , 11 The Mother 
Hive 11 ,or 11 Garm-A Hostae; e 11 is unfortunately balanced by equally poor 
stories like the 11 Devil and ·the Deep Sea 11 or 11 Steam Tactics~ 
Introductions are sometimes necessary and convenient but four 
pag e introductions are a strain on the nerves as well a s a bore. 
Some of these shorn of introducti ons,digressions,and conclusions 
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would pass as very slim. That is where Kipling ' s attention to 
minute detail betrays him. Crudity,that very vice he assiduously 
endeavors to a void,he steps into as into a trap because the 
panorami c effect of his story is not considered . Extraneous 
material is introduced,not without a reason,to be sure ,but reason 
or n one,it has no business there unless it be such stuff that it 
may eliminate its own vagrancies. Strange to say that t h e volume 
which contains the best,contains s ome of the worst. " The Army of 
a Jiream"has only its title for merit. lfiTLlat follows is ha rdly a 
story but an essay of service. Long,tedious,complex in types 
whos e lack of individuality confuses,and unpardonably slow of 
motion,it would almost be a warning to short sto-ry aspirants. 
This as well as the sea tales,they say, possess an absorbing 
interest to those a bout whom t hey are written. That is all very 
well but they should appeal not only to the soldier or the 
sailor but to yo'§l and~, That is the province of the writer; to 
make t he specific,the particular,the transitory universal. 
11 The Devil and the Deep Sea 11 has all the possibli ties of as 
good a story as Wilber Daniel Steele makes of the same subject, 
•' ,, 
only t h e confounded engine in tha t ship intruded and usurped the 
interest. The engine not only wrecked the sh ip,it ruined the 
story. Compare a "Disturber of the Traffic 11 and "Th e Devil and 
the Deep Sea 11 • The former tells a coherent ,·connected, culmina ti ve 
story. The introduction and conclusion are brie~,convincing, 
and artistic. In the other the climax is indefinitely postponed 
by a treatise on a ship's engine. In 11Wireless~the story (.:. of the 
new i n vention and Shaynor becomes haplessly muddles. There are 
t wo stories there as so often in Ki pling when it i'rould be better 
to have another and save t h e one from mediocrity. These lack 
power,tha.t essential of great art. Only for 11 They 11 that volume of 
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"Traffics and Discoveries" could be discarded and none but the 
System would be the loser. 11 Steam Tactics" is an almost juvenile 
attempt a t humor. It is a ludicrous :bravesty,hectic,unbalanced, 
witout any sense of aim or manipulation. It belong s to the old 
enlarged anecdote which has been u pholstered as well wi th a 
variety of de t ail that b eco:ues bor edom. 'l'he story fails, first 
bec a use the subject is not treated s k illfully and because it 
violates fundament a l principles of plot p rogres sion and handl ing 
of d etail and incident. This belongs to the superficial cl a ss 
of stories like those in 11 Abaft the :F'unnel. 11 
There is another k ind which viola te the laws of the 
short s tory but may be s a id to be justifiable. nThe Bridge 
Builders" at the very climax when we felt the pulse of t h e grea t 
Ind i an tale under full beat,he dig resses to permit t h e gods assmmbled 
to ~ebate. This is a Conrad trick. Yet the scene on t he river 
island is fascinating. Ki pling,using his suggestive methods,has 
struck some deep notes that vibrate t hru the Indian nie;ht. He has 
trans posed a debate of the true vrorth of the bridg e into some-
thing of power. He h a s placed the i mmortal beside t he mortal 
and we k>ave been led to wonder, vve have t h ought of the bridge 
with humility. Again in 11 The Brushwood Boy 11 , a dozen social 
groups have been introduc ed. This seems a novel condensed. Yet 
there is the sust~ining beauty of conception which vindicates 
the a uth ors violations. But who can say the '1Brushwood Boy 11 
mi cht not have been spoken in the same breath as 11 They 11 if he 
had observed more carefully the rule s of the game. Art is a 
game and enacts terrible penalties for disobedience of the rules. 
There is a wide gulf between liAn Error in the Fourth Dimension" 
and 11 Stearn Tacticsll yet from pole to pole the lightening l eaps 
and its flash is not lost in t he council of t he g ods. They see, 
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they hear, and,in a measure, understand as Leo did after his 
visit to the dark,forboding House of Cancer,the Crab. 
Characteriza tion has not i mproved in any dee;ree.Th.e 
' 
weakne s ses of the early work prove~o be natural limitations. 
Altho with the sea tales Kipling creates Lyecrof and a cira:le of 
friends,he never again equals Mulvaney. Mulvaney stands first 
to last as the greatest characterization. He is an universal 
character,he is known Kb:erever English is read. In "An Habitation 
Enforced 11 the characters move with some ease and fluency bu t never 
sufficiently overcome a diffidence which would permit them to 
be individuals. The caricatures of Americans are very keen,and 
show the ea se with which Kipling penetrates the lands he visits. 
Kipling does not hate Americans. He sees America from the old 
world point of view and his satire,far keener than that of the 
Indian daysJcuts deeper and wider but is not bitter. The woman 
of "They 11 is almost lifted beyond the world of the market place. 
You do not think of her as a chara cter but as a symbol,the 
guardian angel of children,as someone has suggested.The humor of 
Kipling,so delightful in the Mulvaney stories and the personal 
confessions of "Abaft the Funnel" grows more natural,more reser-,ma. 
The humor of the •vortex 11 is innimitable. 
In his childrens books Ki pling exploits the old 
fabli eux, the animal story ,arid succeefdt; in recreating a half · 
lost form. The technique of some of the june;l e . tales is masterly. 
In general t h ey follow t h e same tendencies of all his work. 
In Mowgli we have not a definite character but a na.tural man 
who has followed Rousseau's principles,who has lived and grown 
u p v1 i th the beasts but remained a man. His love story 11 In the 
Rukh"is conventional. It is only an incident of the story .It 
bring s out no traits in Mowgli 's character. J.!lowgli r'tit;ht b e any 
child ref' r ed i n tli.a t f ash ion. 'I'll e r e i s nOI' e uniformity in 
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11 Puck of Poolr' s Hill" altho th&.'t': does not follow so truly in 
11 Rewards and Fairies." The vagaries of technique are more permis-
sable,they are eras ed by the subject mat t er. Character ization im-
proves some in dealing with historical characters. Vvhile ·t h e 
centurians and their fellows are just another group to fit a 
system,while Hobden is just a rustic,Queen Elizabeth in "Gloriana" 
comes forth clearer. She tak es on individuality,tha t illusive 
imp of Kipling's trials. In ''Marlake 'Hitches" we have a vivid, 
individualistic woman. The slim,fair g irl,with the fever s pots 
and the racking cough has by some necromancer's pass been endowed 
· with breathing life. We almost feel that here is a peep at a 
Kipling we h.av.e c.Jll."o:t .Jmet who is capable of more than he has 
yet accomplished. That is one of t h e mysteries of the artist's 
work. The best that he feels and knows to be in his power,wh ich 
he has placed as his ideal goal,can never be completely realised. 
When a work of art chang es from t h e vague, ma jestical outline 
of the creator's m~nd to actual tang ible form,a little something 
has been lost,something that can never be recaptured no matter 
how far you pursue it thlru the cloisters. So is t h is true of the 
11!·J1arlake Witches". The remainder of the childre:n5)books conform; 
to the Ki pling of India and England. 
Richard le Gallienne has said that you forg et 
t. 
very quikly a Kipling story. Of t he majori:ty we have read that Jy · 
is more than true. Titles,plots,time, places all fade into nothi~g-
nesB very shortly after they are read. That means there is 
no salient point which the mind can grasp and retain,no angle 
that impresses us so astoundingly we never forget it as the 
circumstances of Maugham's 11 Rain~ They do. not r&se far enough 
above the ordinary level to escape the mind's refuse heap where 
the unimportant is dumped daily. That is a serious charge 
·--
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to bring against any writer. Mr. le Gallienne does not dis-
crimate in his classification but sweeps the whole body of 
Kipling's work to 1900 in the same pan. There are many,especially 
a mong the ea rly publications of which this is trueJ but there are 
some such as 11Without Benefit of Clergy 11 which have no place in 
such a category. Say you forget them or notJbut the fact re-
mains that even the first of the Indian books, "Plain 'l'ales f r om 
the HillsJ ' is remembered and read now forty years since its 
first publication. Tha~as collections of short stories goJis a 
long time. Bret Ha rte is dying in t h e minds of the race that 
engendered him but there is no evidence of Kipling thus passing. 
The early books are not the best,and the best may take another 
forty years to be fully appreciated. In the end all the dross 
will be sifted from the pure metal and we shall know what is 
g old. 
Kipling's d ::-; scripti ve faculty has never ·waned. As he 
"t'h~ 
etched India so h e has etched the sea, England,and"'byways of the 
continents. We feel the s pell of the ~Lglish l andscape in t h is:-
"It was t h e very point of perfection in the h eart of an 
English Iviay-day. The unseen tides of the air had turned, a ild all 
nature was setting its face with t he shadows of the hors e-chest-
nuts tovr1. rds the pea ce of the coming night. But there were hours 
y~t,I knew-long,long hours of the eternal English twilight-to 
the ending of the day. I was well content to be alive-to abandon 
myself to the drift of Time and Fate;to absorb g reat pea ce thru 
my skin, and to love my country with the d evotion t hat three 
thou sand miles of intervening sea bring to fullest flower. And 
what a gar den of Eden it was,this fatted,cli pped,and washen land! 
A man could camp in any open field with more sense of home and 
security than the stateliest buildings of foreign cities could 
afford. And t h e joy was tha t it was all mine a lienblv-&r l"'onmPn 
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hedgerow,spotless road,decent g reystone cottag e,serried s p inney, 
tas s elled copse,apple-bellied hawthorn,and well-grovvn tree. A 
ligh t puff of wind-it scattered flakes oft1ay over the gleaming 
rails-gave me a faint whiff a s it might have been of fresh 
cocoanut,and I knew that the g olden gorse was in bloom somewhere 
out of sight. Linnaeus had thanked God on his bended knees 
wh en he first saw a field of it;and,by the way1 the navvy was on 
his l<..nees, too. 11 
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THE CONCLUSION 
11 If you can keep your head when a ll about you 
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you; 
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you, 
But make allowance for their doubting too: 
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting, 
Or being lied about,don't deal in lies, 
Or being hated don't g ive way to hating, 
And y~t don't look too BOOd,nor talk too wise; 
11 If you can dream-and not make dreams your master; 
If you can think-and not make thoughts your aim, 
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster 
And treat those two imposters just the same: 
If you can bear to hear the truth you've s poken 
Twist ed by knaves to make a trap for fools, 
Or watch the things ~ou gave your life to,broken, 
And stoop and build em up with worn-out tools; 
-
11 If you can talk with crowds and k eep your virtue, 
Or wal k wi th Kiggs-nor lose the common touch, 
If neither foes nor loving fri_ends can hurt you, 
If all men count with _you,but none too much: 
If you can fill the unforgiving minute 
With sixty second's worth of distance run, 
Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it, 
.And-what's more-you'll be a Man , my son." 
II IfTI 
Just such a level-h eaded saness has lifted Rudyard 
Kipling to his position in theliterary world today. He has 
never once permitted himself to be swung off h is footing by 
pas sing fads,or imperious demands of publishers and bookmen. 
He has not sacrificed his ideals,or his name to such a mechanical 
drudgery as four books a year,he has not openly stated he was 
will ing to go to any limits to satisfy his public. He has done 
everything in his power to increase his reputation,to increase 
his circles of friends,but at no costly sacrifice. He is a 
sane man and he can look thru the years with a clea r perspectiv&. 
His books have come at reasonable intervals,and every one of them 
has shown the evidences of how rigidly he follows the advice 
of filling each 11 unforgiving minute" with its full worth. He 
has been willing to work,which is not sufficient in itself,but 
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also to fill in,finish off,and polish up every bit of lit erature 
his pen writes. The smoothness of detail is a silent voucher 
for his industry. 
Kipling has gone the world around and he has 
met the common fol k and he has met the Kings. He has known 
t h em intimately,he has absorbed t heir point of view. He has 
written of them,but he has kept his head. Success never went 
to his brain. He has been retiring all his life. London failed 
to make him a society animal~they invited but in vain. Kipling 
did not come. He recognized first of all with coming years how 
inadequate his early style was,and he corrected it to the best 
of his ability. On the other hand he has maintained the confidenE 
of a man of vision in himself. He has been w6nderfumly true to 
his ideals. In his last book :; ·of short stories the faults have 
not been due to a faithlessness to his ideals,but rather to 
forces outside his control. Vfuen many a writer has succombed 
to a lure more compelling than that of a tropical night,he 
has remained firm. In such a manner has he vindicated this 
famous poem. 
In so far as Ki pling has been true to what 
he considered the best,he lives no~ as a creative force. There 
is n o other living short story writer who comes anywhere · hear 
his phenomenal success. Just as men of science who lash the old 
earth into new performancesFand the inventor who from a pack 
of l :i l3.WS and debris aakes a revolution iii the practical world 
of affairs are dynamic geniuses whose work is invaluable to 
the worldJso is Kipling a dynamic genius in the world of 
letters. His territory is the realm of the mind and the fancy, 
and there he holds his sway with flag on high and breastworks 
to the fire. He has withstood many an onslaught. It was twenty 
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five years ago le Gallienne criticised him so serverely and 
Monkshood praised him so rashly. He occupies more securely to-
. 
day the position he was holding tentAvely then. 
Men said when the Indian tales were written that 
he had written out. Yet Kipling worked on with outceasing. They 
were suprised into silence. When "The Day's Work" was published 
with its fablieux of engines and sh ips,they s a id that he had 
so exhausted himself he was driven to iDon and cold steel in 
his search for l!laterial. Then "They" and "Puck of Pook's Hill 11 
appeared and silence was restored to their rattling tongues. 
Now that the years have passed,they say Rudyard Kipling is no 
longer an active force in the literary circles,but passive 
waiting as Hardy is foD the ineviatble. And this because Kipling's 
interests and avocations have taken him from the short story 
to write up the empire in more enduring form,in history. In the 
last book that one poem upon "keeping fit" ha s all the old ring, 
all the youth and vigor of the "Barrack Room Ballads" days so 
we must be careful what vre say no vvJ for Kipling may open his 
bag of tales again and the world will stop to wonder and 
admire. So long as he lives he is an active force,for you can 
never i magine the little man of the Indian newspaper as a passive 
person. Those who do the world's work seldom make much of a 
stir in the puddle while they do it for that takes extra time. 
Also it must be remembered that Kipling came up with such a vogue, 
even caused Kiplingitis,that there was bolmd to be a r eaction 
when calmer judgements would have to approach him anew and 
rediscover his ken over again. 
In our evaluation of his contribution,we 
must remember that he is not an 11 Amos or Isaiah. 11 As I have 
tried to make clear he has very definite walls to his capacity, 
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very definite imperfections which by no amount of hurdling he. 
may over-top. They are a part of what links him and all men of 
genius to the race of men. Because he has been cognizant of 
these limitations and not attempted the i mpossible,his work 
has a greater quality of durability. He is not a colossus,neither 
is he a pygmy. That must always be remembered . 
There will come a time conceivably when the a lmost 
insatiable interest in India must die from surfeit,when we will 
not read the 11 Plain Tal es" just because they are of India. The 
exploitation of that empire has been in some measure the explanation 
of Ki plingitis. India came u pon us as a g olden moon in t h e 
east and we all turned aside to gaze upon it and wonder. But 
there will come a day when tha t wonder ceases, when haze and 
storm clouds will cover the moon. Then we shall go ta~ the Indian 
tales for t heir intrinsic and inherent worth,for the enduring 
substance that is contained in their marrow. Many of them,one 
may ·say, most of them will fail the test and pas s by the board a s 
t h e foaming wave by the stern of the s teamer. Mare may live t han 
one could prophecy upon now. Yet t here will be a very select 
g roup whi ch deserve immortality,th os e in which the combinations 
of technique,vision,and vitality are c ombined into longevity. 
"Vli thout Benefit of Clergy" seems to us now to po ssess t he very 
requisite of universality wh ich coupled with the others could 
salvage it. This is all very difficult to say but whether our 
impression be right or wrong,the fundamenta~ reasons are part 
of Ki pling's peculiar contribution. He has given us first the 
Indian stories,the symphonies of t h e empire • 
....., 
His work in other fields of the empire has seemed 
enf eebled and belittled beside India. He somehow has not caught 
our i mag inations there,he has not fully accomplished the t a sk 
h e s et hi mself to do. One can conceiie of all his sea stories 
g oing to the rag heap of short stories. His enthusiasm for the 
dominating System has often led him off the path where he was 
most at home,even tho his best effort was there expended. 
11 They 11 should be redeemed from such a fate. It has 
set a high standard of great art;it is a cameo carven of the 
most delicate sea shell;it has not co mpromised itself to tecrlllique 
or effusion;it possesses qualities of endurance,qualities the 
best of Poe's or Stevenson's s hort stories have. Its very con-
formity is its individuality~ You can learn volumes from a 
careful study of it. With each reading the charm grows. 
Perhaps when the name of Kipling ha s fad ed from 
every rostra,when India,Kipling 's India has set,when the empire 
and the System has been forgotten and laid away with the other 
worn-out toys,his children~ books will still be energ izing forces 
in the world. 11 Puck of Pook' s Hill 11 and ''Rewards and Fairies 11 
and the 11 Jungle Books" should never be forgotten by the children 
II II • who read Alice in Wonderland and fa1ry tales. The magnetism 
of 11 Peter Pan 11 is in them,the ag e old fascination of the jungle, 
the fantasy C?f Puck who danced with the fairies in the palace 
of Theseus when the wedcli?gs were over. There a r e contributions 
to the literature of man that have the magic prescence of the 
moonlit garden of bluebirds. The men who have tossed these books 
aside with the platitude that they were children's books have 
forgotten that all men are children. So when a man can appeal 
to the child,he has appealed to the basic nature of man himself. 
That is what Kipling has accomplished in his children's books. 
They do interest children When the child is a man,the wonder 
grov;s and does not s huffle off with other childhood things. 
They are so written that there are new fields to discover when 
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you have reached maturity. So whatever may be forecasted,! 
believe the ch ildren's boo1rs of Kipling's have the best and 
firmest claim to immortality of all he has ever written or may. 
11 \Vhen we stormed Valhalla a million years ago" is 
ll ll the refrain of the Sack of the Gods. To possess in the strange 
halls of the palace of your mind such ellusive phantoms as in a. 
11 They 11 ,there is evidence that you have stormed the citadel of 
the Gods. Hidden there,far away thru palatial rooms,are the 
creative t houghts for this world~ enrichment,and he who would 
win them must be a cavalier with the courage and the vis i on to 
participate in such a sack. The Gods are a wily race of prodicies 
and in .their time they have garnered the secrets of the universe. 
The vision and the sign are the keys to the vast treasures of 
the Immortals. Kipling has been t here and he has showered us 
with the priceless galaxy he found. No,he is not an "Amos or 
Isaiah11 but he towers into the twill t sky like the etched relief 
of some distant mountain,distinct,clear,standing there above 
his fellows. The evening star is above him as a sign of coronation, 
as an exquisite jewel of infinite calm and humility. There is 
magic in the name of Rudyard Kipling. 
